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Front cover images, left to right beginning at top row:
Deborah Cohen is the Peter B. Ritzma Professor of Humanities and

Eric Masanet is an associate professor of mechanical engineering

professor of history in the Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences.
Delving into the dynamics of shame and guilt, Cohen investigates
the part played by families in transforming social mores from the
Victorian era to the present. Photo used courtesy of Deborah
Cohen. Read more about Cohen on page 27.

and chemical and biological engineering in the McCormick
School of Engineering and Applied Science. Masanet and his
collaborators have been designing mathematical approaches to
help the California Air Resources Board make credible, sound
decisions about carbon allowances for the state’s industrial plants.
Photo by C. Jason Brown. Read more about Masanet on page 38.

Fred Turek is the Charles and Emma Morrison Professor of
Biology and professor of neurobiology in the Weinberg College
of Arts and Sciences as well as the director of the Center for
Sleep and Circadian Biology. His laboratory is focused on the
study of sleep and circadian rhythms with a special interest in
identifying genes that regulate sleep and circadian rhythms.
Photo by Steven E. Gross. Read more about Turek on page 47.

Tonja Jacobi is a professor of law in the Northwestern School of

Law. She uses a combination of social science and traditional
legal methodologies to examine how judges respond to
institutional constraints. Photo by Jasmin Shah. Read
more about Jacobi on page 31.
Kalyan Raman is a professor of integrated marketing

Shalini Shankar is an associate professor of anthropology and

Asian American studies in the Weinberg College of Arts
and Sciences. She conducts ethnographic research to better
understand how language usage shapes the meanings of race
and ethnicity in media and everyday life. Photo by Steven E.
Gross. Read more about Shankar on page 45.

communications in the Medill School of Journalism, Media,
Integrated Marketing Communications and a professor of
psychiatry and behavioral sciences in the Feinberg School of
Medicine. He has developed a mathematical algorithm for a
nonlinear regulator to keep intracranial pressure at an optimal
level over time. Photo used courtesy of Kalyan Raman. Read
more about Raman on page 43.

Thomas Bozza is an associate professor of neurobiology in

the Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences. His laboratory
uses molecular genetics, optical imaging, optogenetics,
electrophysiology, and behavior to investigate how the organization
of inputs to the olfactory bulb contributes to odor perception and
innate behavior. Photo by Steven E. Gross. Read more about Bozza
on page 25.
Heather Pinkett is an assistant professor of molecular biosciences
in the Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences. She studies the
structure and function of membrane proteins, which are located
within a cell membrane and act as pumps to transport metabolites
and compounds. Photo by Steven E. Gross. Read more about
Pinkett on page 41.

Kristin Swanson is a professor of neurological surgery in the
Feinberg School of Medicine and the McCormick School of
Engineering and Applied Science. She is a part of a new breed
of “mathematical oncologists” focusing on merging mathematical
methods with biological understandings of cancer. Photo used
courtesy of Feinberg School. Read more about Swanson on
page 46.
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December 2013

Dear Colleagues,
A primary mission of a research university is the creation
of new knowledge. Generally, we teach the world about this
new knowledge via publications and presentations.
Universities are also engines of innovation and
entrepreneurship, with newly created knowledge fueling
these engines. Strong and enduring economies worldwide
are invariably associated with universities where faculty,
postdoctoral fellows, students, and alumni innovate and
develop new products, processes, and ways of thinking—
all with the potential of improving the world.
The creative process starts in the minds of our researchers—
most significantly our faculty, but also their students,
postdocs, and research staff—and is driven by funds solicited
from outside the University. Northwestern receives more
than 70 percent of its research funding from the federal
government. Given that the return on investment for
basic research is long in coming, it is indeed natural that
Photo by Earl Richardson.
the government funds the most basic of research. Basic
research is intellectual infrastructure, a common good,
enjoyed by many, and necessary for the betterment of our world. If we as taxpayers don’t make
the investment in basic research, the intellectual infrastructure will decay, and the fuel for the
innovation economy will run low.
Here at Northwestern, we have excellent examples of the transformative impact of basic
research. Notably, Richard Silverman’s chemistry research led him to develop pregabalin,
the compound that Pfizer now markets as the drug Lyrica. Going from basic research to an
FDA-approved drug took approximately 15 years. Silverman started designing, synthesizing,
and testing small molecules in the 1980s. When he began his research, he was seeking a
therapy for epilepsy; then, during drug development, it became clear that his compound
had an effect on pain and anxiety. His is the kind of basic research that is best
supported initially by government funding but then, during the development phase,
driven to a successful product by a company. In this case the product, needless to say,
has improved the quality of life of many, many patients.
We are now facing significant uncertainty in the federal research and development budget.
And that uncertainty is affecting behavior throughout the system—tenured faculty are
looking differently at what kind of funding they apply for and college students are thinking
about what to do with their careers. As we go to press, the national budget for basic research
is trending toward stabilizing, but you, as the beneficiary of basic research discoveries, should
not hesitate to spread the word that basic research has been and will forever be the reason
we have ever better medical care, transportation, computers, phones, web systems, public
policies, economic systems, financial instruments, educational policies and systems, and
in the humanities, works that improve our understanding of ourselves and our world in ways
that are perhaps less palpable physically but are vitally enriching intellectually.
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At Northwestern we can report the good news on federal funding that we had a great year
in 2013. There are two quantitative measures of research activity. The first is awards from
sponsors. In fiscal year 2013 we received $549.3 million in awards, which makes this our
best year ever if you remove stimulus (American Recovery and Reinvestment Act) funding
from the comparisons. The other number, research expenditures—$485 million in FY2013—
represents sponsor funds spent at Northwestern. The difference between this number and the
awards number is largely the result of sub-awards—funds we send to other institutions with
whom we collaborate. Over the last five years, our expenditures have risen by 31 percent.

Innovation Incubation
Increasingly we are investing in innovations that help shorten the pipeline from “bench to
bedside”—moving technology out of the University and into the world. As reported by Forbes
magazine this summer, “The academic sector is where things are getting really interesting for
startups, spinouts, and spin-offs.” Northwestern has been instrumental in facilitating such entities
as well as in educating our faculty and students about how best to commercialize their ideas.
In fact, our Innovation and New Ventures Office (INVO) currently has more than 60 drugs
and 50 medical devices in the commercialization pipeline. We’d love to develop a new
high-impact drug like Lyrica, and we’re supporting efforts to move more basic research
discoveries through that pipeline.
INVO has developed a broad portfolio of programs to help Northwestern faculty and students
accomplish this. These include its Entrepreneur-in-Residence Program, where entrepreneurs
with extensive experience in commercialization, engineering, and therapeutics offer product
development and commercialization advice (see page 39), and Chicago Innovation Mentors,
a mentorship program (created in collaboration with the University of Chicago, the University
of Illinois, and iBIO) for faculty entrepreneurs that leverages the experience of local alumni.
One of the companies that INVO has helped foster is Narrative Science, a Chicago-based
technology company that transforms data into stories and insights through its proprietary
artificial intelligence authoring system. Narrative Science was founded by Kristian Hammond
and Larry Birnbaum, both from the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer
Science, and Stuart Frankel, an experienced technology executive. The idea arose in a Medill
course taught by Hammond and Birnbaum in which they worked with a project team to
develop a prototype for technology that automatically generated editorial content from data.
One of the first stories the team generated was based on baseball-related content from box
scores and play-by-play information.
Narrative Science has developed this technology to help businesses deal with the problem
of data overload. Using its proprietary software, the company is working with financial data
to create stock market alerts and in banking for fraud detection and compliance reporting.
Narrative Science worked with INVO to attract venture capital that allowed it to spin off
into a growing business.
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One of the reasons our research program has been so successful is our encouragement and
support of team science, where our faculty conduct research that is not only interdisciplinary
but—like Narrative Science—even transdisciplinary, creating new ideas and products that
didn’t exist before.

University Research Center Partnerships
The Office for Research supports approximately two dozen University research centers, many
of which were developed to foster interdisciplinary research programs supported by
significant research grants. In fact, we just received word that the Northwestern-Argonne
Institute for Science and Engineering will lead a Chicago-based consortium to establish a new
center of excellence for advanced materials research, the Center for Hierarchical Materials
Design (CHiMaD). The National Institute of Standards and Technology, an agency of the
U.S. Department of Commerce, is funding this consortium with $25 million over the next
five years. The new center will work to develop the next generation of computational
tools, databases, and experimental techniques to enable the design of new materials, one
of the primary goals of the Obama administration’s Materials Genome Initiative.
CHiMaD is directed by Peter Voorhees (see p. 48), the Frank C. Engelhart Professor
of Materials Science and Engineering; Gregory B. Olson, the Walter P. Murphy Professor
of Materials Science and Engineering; and Juan de Pablo, the Liew Family Professor
in Molecular Engineering at the University of Chicago. Other members of the CHiMaD
consortium include the University of Chicago and the Computation Institute (a partnership
between the University of Chicago and Argonne). The consortium also plans to work closely
with the pioneering materials design company QuesTek Innovations, a Northwestern
small-business spin-off cofounded by Olson; ASM International, a well-known professional
society of materials scientists; and Fayetteville State University.
Another exciting Northwestern-Argonne partnership, announced a year ago, is the Joint
Center for Energy Storage Research, a new five-year $120 million Batteries and Energy
Storage Hub funded by the Department of Energy. This effort to further research in battery
performance involves five Department of Energy national laboratories (including Argonne),
four other universities, and four private firms. The project aims to develop and commercialize
technologies that will provide five times the energy storage at one-fifth the cost in five years.
Northwestern’s leader on the project is Kenneth R. Poeppelmeier, the Charles E. and Emma
H. Morrison Professor of Chemistry, who also directs another University research center,
the Center for Surface Science and Catalysis.
Within Northwestern’s Institute for Policy Research is Cells to Society (C2S): The Center
on Social Disparities and Health. This fall, psychologists and C2S members Edith Chen and
Greg Miller launched the Foundations of Health Research Center to study the links between
social contexts and health. Specifically, the center looks at the chronic stressors related to
low socioeconomic status and their influence on the endocrine, immune, and metabolic
systems over time. This research examines the molecular pathways through which social
environments shape health over individuals’ lifetimes. Our researchers have found that
individuals with low socioeconomic status have double the likelihood of hospitalization
and 50 percent higher death rates than their age peers of higher socioeconomic status.
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The Feinberg School of Medicine recently announced a new Chicago network dedicated to
advancing research and therapies for stroke, thanks to $2 million in grants from the National
Institutes of Health. The Chicago Stroke Trials Consortium is a partnership involving
Northwestern Medicine®, the Ann & Robert H. Lurie Children’s Hospital of Chicago, the John
H. Stroger Jr. Hospital of Cook County, Loyola University Medical Center, the Rehabilitation
Institute of Chicago, Rush University Medical Center, and the University of Chicago Medicine.
This consortium will work to build an infrastructure to support clinical trials for stroke prevention,
treatment, and recovery. As the consortium’s regional coordinating center, Northwestern University
will administer the project over the next five years. The principal investigator, Shyam Prabhakaran,
is a neurologist at Northwestern Memorial Hospital and associate professor of neurology at Feinberg.
Our Program of African Studies, working with the University’s Center for Leadership and
Farley Center for Entrepreneurship and Innovation, will host 50 students from the Young
African Leaders Initiative (YALI) this summer. YALI is part of a long-term effort initiated
by the Obama administration to support and develop young African leaders, strengthen
partnerships between the United States and Africa, and promote democratic governance across
the continent. At Northwestern the young African leaders will participate in a six-week program
in civic leadership or in entrepreneurship and business.

Notable Awards
The end of the calendar year is often the time when major awards are announced, and recent
months have brought several of note.
In October, Northwestern’s Science Club—developed in partnership with the Boys & Girls
Clubs of Chicago—received the 2013 Afterschool STEM Impact Award from the Afterschool
Alliance and the Noyce Foundation for its success in exciting urban middle school students
about science, technology, engineering, and math. Science Club creator Michael Kennedy—
director of Northwestern’s Science in Society initiative, an outreach and public engagement
office within the Office for Research—accepted the check for $10,000 that came with the
award. The funds will be used to help support the Science Club, a federally funded afterschool science program for Chicago students from economically challenged neighborhoods.
Northwestern graduate students and science staff teach and mentor these students.
Elad Harel, assistant professor of chemistry, has been awarded a Packard Fellowship in Science
and Engineering by the David and Lucile Packard Foundation. Harel is one of 16 promising science
and engineering researchers nationwide named a 2013 Packard Fellow. The fellows receive an
unrestricted grant of $875,000 over five years. Professor Harel plans to use the award to develop
and build optical analogs of MRI technology to better understand the misfolding of proteins.
Misfolding is responsible for diseases such as Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s and diabetes.
Two McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science faculty members have been
elected fellows of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, the world’s
largest general scientific society: Horacio Espinosa, the James N. and Nancy J. Farley Professor
in Manufacturing and Entrepreneurship, and David N. Seidman, the Walter P. Murphy
Professor of Materials Science and Engineering. Both are faculty directors of core facilities
within the Office for Research: Espinosa directs the Northwestern University Micro/Nano
Fabrication Facility, and Seidman is the founding director of the Northwestern University
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Center for Atom-Probe Tomography. Core facilities differ from University research centers
in that they are specialized laboratories with unique—usually expensive—instruments and/or
services and the technical expertise to handle them. They offer fee-for-service equipment
and services to faculty and students throughout the University as well as to other universities
through the Chicago Biomedical Consortium and its Open Access Initiative. Increasingly,
the facilities are open to external customers from nonprofit and for-profit organizations.

Discover Research at Northwestern
Nearly every day we hear about some new research accomplishment or honor here at
Northwestern. To pull these stories together and give them the attention they deserve, we’ve
launched Discover, a new website that serves as a gathering place for research news across the
entire University. Named for the “Discover” pillar in the University’s strategic plan, the site
showcases Northwestern research in the University’s 10 designated areas of great strength:
nanoscience, design, biomedical sciences, global health, energy and sustainability, writing and
oral expression, media, performing arts, international studies, and markets, social structures,
and public policy. The Research Communications group works with schools and departments
across the Evanston, Chicago, and Qatar campuses to curate the site, which includes a link to
the Office of Alumni Relations and Development’s giving pages.
It was in 1945 that Vannevar Bush, head of the U.S. Office of Scientific Research and Development
during World War II, said in a report to President Truman, “Science is the endless frontier.”
Our work at Northwestern is to extend that frontier, to push forward into the unknown.
We are fortunate to have a vital research community supporting that effort and moving
us forward into that frontier.
All the best,

Jay Walsh
Vice President for Research
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Awards and Recognition
Awards and Recognition
Our faculty are primarily responsible for
the University’s intellectual depth in both
teaching and research. They educate our
students in the University’s classrooms, labs,
and studios as well as off campus. Through
their research they create solutions to
problems so as to improve lives, communities,
and the world. Our faculty do their best
work when producing transformative
research as well as training students
who will conduct transformative work
themselves throughout their careers.
The distinction of Northwestern’s faculty
is signified by membership in prestigious
national academies and societies, awards
from the best grant and fellowship
programs, citations, and other recognition
and honors.
This report focuses on both the financial
measures of research excellence—sponsored
project awards, expenditures, and
proposals—and individual faculty
accomplishments during the past year.
To provide benchmarks for our
achievements, the report also considers
Northwestern research within the context
of our Consortium on Financing Higher
Education (COFHE) peer institutions.
Our COFHE cohort consists of private
schools that attract a national undergraduate
applicant pool and that share other
characteristics permitting their inclusion
in various cooperative studies.

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES MEMBERS
2008

One of the highest honors for faculty is
election to prestigious national academies
and societies, such as the National Academy
of Sciences, the National Academy of
Engineering, and the Institute of Medicine.
The national academies bring together

2010

2011

2012

2013

Total

Total

Total

Total

Total

New
Members

Harvard University

167

165

164

166

162

8

159

Stanford University

132

125

126

131

133

5

134

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

109

144

116

117

119

4

114

Princeton University

74

74

74

77

81

2

79

Yale University

61

59

60

61

62

3

61

Columbia University

41

45

46

46

50

2

48

University of Chicago

41

40

40

40

41

1

40

Cornell University

39

39

37

37

35

2

34

University of Pennsylvania

33

29

29

28

30

0

27

Institution

Total

Johns Hopkins University

21

19

23

23

26

1

26

Duke University

18

22

21

22

23

1

22

Northwestern University

16

16

18

19

20

2

20

Washington University

16

16

15

17

16

3

16

Brown University

8

10

9

8

9

0

9

University of Rochester

8

8

8

9

8

1

8

Rice University

3

3

3

4

4

1

4

Dartmouth College

1

2

2

2

2

0

2

Georgetown University

0

1

1

1

2

0

3

Source: National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America membership online at www.nasonline.org
Note: Total counts as of 8/31/13

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF ENGINEERING
2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Total

Total

Total

Total

Total

New
Members

108

110

112

108

111

3

114

Stanford

84

90

91

92

93

8

95

Princeton

21

23

25

28

29

1

30

Cornell

24

24

25

26

26

0

25

Institution
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Total

Harvard

16

19

20

19

23

0

23

Northwestern

15

19

18

18

19

0

18

Columbia

16

16

16

16

17

0

18

Rice

12

12

12

13

13

0

13

9

9

10

9

10

2

12

Pennsylvania
Yale

Members of National
Academies and Societies

2009

7

7

7

6

7

0

7

12

11

9

5

6

0

6

Rochester

5

5

5

5

6

0

6

Brown

2

2

3

3

4

1

5

Chicago

1

1

2

4

4

1

6

Duke

3

3

3

3

4

1

5

Dartmouth

3

3

3

3

2

1

3

Washington (STL)

2

2

2

2

2

0

2

Georgetown

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Johns Hopkins

Source: National Academy of Engineering membership online at www.nae.edu
Note: Total counts as of 8/31/13, chart corrected 7/15/2014
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committees of experts in all areas
of scientific and technological
endeavor. These experts serve pro
bono to address critical national
issues and give advice to the federal
government and the public. Those
elected in 2013 are:
James A. Brown, anthropology:

member, National Academy of Sciences
Lindsay Chase-Lansdale, human
development and social policy:
member, National Academy
of Education
Daniel Diermeier, managerial economics

and decision sciences, international
business and markets, social enterprise:
fellow, American Academy of Arts
and Sciences
Janice Eberly, finance: fellow, American

Academy of Arts and Sciences

Institute of Medicine
2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Total

Total

Total

Total

Total

New
Members

Harvard University

143

133

140

145

117

7

Stanford University

53

61

68

71

64

1

65

University of Pennsylvania

49

50

62

66

61

7

66

Institution

Total
119

Johns Hopkins University

56

53

68

70

58

1

56

Columbia University

45

47

59

60

54

1

57

Yale University

41

39

52

52

41

2

41

Duke University

33

33

38

38

33

1

33

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

28

29

36

38

31

0

32

Washington University

26

33

32

32

25

2

27

Cornell University

10

9

11

19

15

0

16

University of Chicago

11

11

17

17

14

0

14

Rochester University

15

14

17

17

13

0

13

1

13

11

0

9

10

10

9

1

10

Dartmouth University
Princeton University

9

9

Georgetown University

8

8

7

0

6

Brown University

5

5

5

0

6

Northwestern University

3

3

5

5

4

0

4

Rice University

1

1

1

1

4

0

4

Source: Institute of Medicine Public Directory online at www.iom.edu

Martin Eichenbaum, economics:

fellow, American Academy of Arts
and Sciences

NSF Career Awards

Sara Maza, history: fellow, American

Institution

Academy of Arts and Sciences

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

12

9

16

8

12

4

9

134

Cornell University

10

8

13

6

10

6

6

109

Dale Mortensen, economics: member,

National Academy of Sciences

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Total

Rice University

5

7

5

2

7

3

3

54

Stanford University

9

5

10

4

10

7

8

100

Asher Wolinsky, economics:

Yale University

3

6

5

9

1

6

5

62

fellow, American Academy of Arts
and Sciences

Columbia University

8

5

12

6

7

6

5

98

Johns Hopkins University

4

5

6

4

3

2

5

58

Northwestern University

6

4

12

5

7

2

1

85

Harvard University

1

5

8

6

4

3

4

60

Duke University

4

4

7

4

1

4

3

64

Washington University

3

4

3

4

6

9

6

62

University of Chicago

3

4

2

2

3

6

5

49
30

University of Rochester

1

3

3

3

2

3

1

Princeton University

3

2

8

6

3

6

2

67

University of Pennsylvania

4

2

4

7

7

5

4

67

Brown University

2

2

3

4

6

1

4

42

Georgetown University

0

0

2

0

0

2

0

15

Dartmouth College

1

2

3

3

1

0

4

31

Source: www.nsf.gov/awardsearch
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CAREER Awards from the
National Science Foundation

Joseph T. Hupp, chemistry

The Faculty Early Career Development Program (CAREER)
is the National Science Foundation’s most prestigious award
program for new faculty members. The CAREER Award
recognizes and supports the early career-development
activities of those teacher-scholars who are most likely
to become the academic leaders of the 21st century.
One Northwestern faculty member received a CAREER
Award in 2013:

Mercouri Kanatzidis, chemistry

Lori Beaman, economics, Institute for Policy Research

Herbert Y. Meltzer, psychiatry and behavioral science

Citations
In previous years the Institute for Scientific Information’s
(ISI) list of highly cited researchers was used as a measure
of faculty contributions to the advancement of science
and technology over recent decades. That list is no longer
available. The following list of Northwestern faculty whose
published work has achieved the greatest impact has been
determined using the Scopus (Elsevier) database. Scopus
covers a wide set of disciplines and a much broader set
of publications than other sources, including the ISI,
but collects citations only since 1996. Based on Scopus,
these are Northwestern’s 53 most influential researchers.
Anton Anastassov, physics and astronomy
Zden k P. Bažant, civil and environmental engineering
Ted B. Belytschko, mechanical engineering
Al B. Benson III, medicine: hematology
Robert O. Bonow, clinical medicine
William J. Catalona, urology
David Cella, medical social sciences
Alan Richard Dyer, preventive medicine
Arthur J. Freeman, physics
Mihai Gheorghiade, cardiology
Francis Joseph Giles, medicine: hematology oncology
Robert Goldman, cell and molecular biology
Jordan Henry Grafman, physical medicine and rehabilitation
Philip Greenland, preventive medicine
Mary J. C. Hendrix, Lurie Cancer Center
Brian M. Hoffman, chemistry

Peter J. Kahrilas, gastroenterology
Robert Lamb, molecular biosciences
Kiang Liu, preventive medicine
Donald M. Lloyd-Jones, preventive medicine
Jerilyn A. Logemann, communication sciences and disorders
Tobin Jay Marks, chemistry
Patrick M. McCarthy, surgery
Marek-Marsel Mesulam, neurology
Richard J. Miller, neuroscience and pharmacology
Stephen D. Miller, microbiology-immunology
Chad A. Mirkin, chemistry
Richard I. Morimoto, molecular biosciences
Milan Mrksich, biomedical engineering
Eric G. Neilson, medicine: nephrology
Thomas V. O’Halloran, molecular biosciences
Marcus Ernst Peter, medicine: hematology
John Phillip Phair, medicine: infectious diseases
Alfred W. Rademaker, preventive medicine
Mark A. Ratner, chemistry
Janardan K. Reddy, pathology
George C. Schatz, chemistry
Heidi M. Schellman, physics and astronomy
Robert P. Schleimer, immunology
Michael H. Schmitt, physics
Paul T. Schumacker, pediatrics-neonatology
Jeremiah Stamler, clinical medicine
Sir J. Fraser Stoddart, chemistry
Samuel Isaac Stupp, materials science and engineering,

chemistry, medicine
Dalton James Surmeier Jr, physiology
Richard P. Van Duyne, chemistry
Michael R. Wasielewski, chemistry
Steven M. Wolinsky, microbiology
Clyde W. Yancy, cardiology

Yonggang Huang, civil and environmental engineering
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2013 Faculty Recognition and Honors
Each year President Morton Schapiro and Provost Daniel Linzer
host a faculty recognition dinner honoring members of the
Northwestern faculty who have brought distinction to the
University. Northwestern’s Office of Administration and
Planning, in conjunction with the faculty honors committee,
compiles a comprehensive list of faculty awards and honors.
The faculty honors committee then selects those faculty
members with the most prestigious honors for University
recognition.
At the faculty recognition dinner November 13 at President
Schapiro’s residence, the following faculty members were
honored for bringing distinction to Northwestern through
their important recognition from societies and agencies
outside the University in 2012–13.
David Abrahamson, journalism–editorial: Lifetime Achievement

Award, American Journalism Historians Association
Emma Adam, education and social policy, Institute of
Policy Research: Curt Richter Award, International Society
of Psychoneuroendocrinology
Treb Allen, economics: Essay Award for Young Economists,

World Trade Organization
Frances Aparicio, Spanish and Portuguese: Frank Bonilla

Public Intellectual Award, Latin American Studies Association
David Austen-Smith, corporate ethics and political science and

economics: fellow, Econometric Society
David Baker, general medicine: Alvan R. Feinstein Award,

American College of Physicians
Sandeep Baliga, managerial economics and decision sciences:

fellow, Center for Advanced Studies in Behavioral Science
Zden k P. Bažant, mechanical engineering, civil and

environmental engineering: honorary member, American
Society of Mechanical Engineers
Lori A. Beaman, economics: CAREER Award, National Science

Foundation
David Bell, theatre: director, Best New Musical Award, Joseph

Jefferson Awards
Ted Belytschko, mechanical engineering: Belytschko

Computational Structural Mechanics Medal, US Association
for Computational Mechanics
Julie Biehl, law, Legal Clinic: MacArthur Award for Creative

and Effective Institutions, MacArthur Foundation

10
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Karl Bilimoria, surgery, surgical oncology: 2013 Young

Investigator, National Comprehensive Cancer Network
Martha Biondi, African American studies: Top 10 Nonfiction

Book in Black History, Booklist; National Book Award,
Benjamin L. Hooks Institute for Social Change, University of
Memphis; Wesley-Logan Prize, American Historical Association
Nathalie Bouzaglo, Spanish and Portuguese: Best Paper in the

Humanities Award, Venezuelan Studies Section, Latin
American Studies Association
Clayton Brown, radio/television/film: codirector, Gold Hugo

for Documentary winner, Chicago International Film Festival
James A. Brown, anthropology: member, National Academy

of Sciences
Serdar Bulun, obstetrics and gynecology: Distinguished

Researcher Award, American Society for Reproductive Medicine
Bruce Carruthers, sociology: President, Society for the

Advancement of Socio-Economics; fellow, Wissenschaftskolleg
du Berlin
Jonathan Caverley, political science: fellowship, Woodrow

Wilson Center
Lindsay Chase-Lansdale, human development and social

policy: featured fellow at 40th anniversary celebration,
American Association for the Advancement of Science;
member, National Academy of Education
S. Hollis Clayson, art history: Samuel H. Kress Professorship,

Center for the Advanced Study in the Visual Arts, National
Gallery of Art
Fay Lomax Cook, human development and social policy:

cowinner, 2013 Frankin L. Burdette/Pi Sigma Alpha Award,
American Political Science Association
Thomas Cook, sociology, psychology, social policy:

Peter H. Rossi Award, Association for Public Policy
Analysis and Management
Huey Gene Copeland, II, art history: fellowship, American
Council of Learned Societies
John Csernansky, psychiatry and behavioral sciences:

president-elect, Society for Biological Psychiatry
André de Gouvêa, physics and astronomy: fellow, American

Physical Society
Julius Dewald, biomedical engineering, physical therapy and

human movement: fellow, American Institute of Biological
and Medical Engineering

Daniel Diermeier, managerial economics and decision sciences,

Ezra Getzler, mathematics: fellow, American

international business and markets, social enterprise: World’s
50 Best Business School Professors, Fortune: Poets & Quants;
fellow, American Academy of Arts and Sciences

Mathematical Society

Micaela Di Leonardo, anthropology: fellowship, American

Edward Gibson, political science: Donna Lee Van Cott Award,

Latin American Studies Association
Wendy Griswold, sociology: fellowship, Institute for

Council of Learned Societies

Advanced Study

James Druckman, political science: Political Psychology

Kyle Henry, radio/television/film: editor, Emmy Award for

Award, American Political Science Association; Exceptional
Contribution Award, American Association for Public
Opinion Research; cowinner, Robert E. Lane Award, American
Political Science Association; cowinner, Franklin L. Burdette/
Pi Sigma Award, American Political Science Association
Alice Eagly, psychology: president-elect, Society for the

Psychological Study of Social Issues; Women with Vision
Award, Women’s Bar Association of Illinois; honorary
doctorate, Erasmus University, Rotterdam
Janice Eberly, finance: fellow, American Academy of Arts

and Sciences
Brian Edwards, English: Emerging Leaders Program, Class
of 2015, Chicago Council on Global Affairs
Paul Edwards, performance studies: Award for Outstanding

Achievement in New Adaptation, Joseph Jefferson Awards
Martin Eichenbaum, economics: fellow, American Academy

of Arts and Sciences

Outstanding Continuing Coverage of a News Story, Long
Form, Academy of Television Arts and Sciences
Mark Hersam, materials science and engineering: fellow,

American Vacuum Society; fellow, American Physical Society
Brian Hoffman, chemistry: Alfred Cotton Award, American
Chemical Society
Yonggang Huang, mechanical engineering, civil and
environmental engineering: Drucker Medal, American
Society of Mechanical Engineers
Joseph T. Hupp, chemistry: International Award, Japan Society
of Coordination Chemistry; Charles N. Reilley Award, Society
for Electroanalytical Chemistry
James Ibers, chemistry: fellow, American Crystallographic

Association
Ravi Jagannathan, finance: fellow, Society for Financial

Econometrics

Horacio Espinosa, mechanical engineering: Sia Nemat Nasser

Kemi Jona, learning sciences and computer science; director,
Office of STEM Education Partnerships: Academy Fellow,
Hewlett Packard Catalyst Initiative; developer, Innovations
in Networking Award for Educational Applications,
Corporation for Educational Network Initiatives in California

Medal, Society for Experimental Mechanics

Ehud Kalai, decision and game sciences: honorary doctorate,

Katherine Faber, materials science and engineering:

University of Paris

Distinguished Life Member, American Ceramic Society
Antonio Facchetti, chemistry: fellow, Materials Research Society

Vicky Kalogera, physics and astronomy: fellow in mathematics
and theoretical physics, Simons Foundation

Gary Fine, sociology: Cooley-Mead Award for lifetime

Bryna Kra, mathematics: fellow, American Mathematical Society

contributions to distinguished scholarship in sociological
social psychology, American Sociological Association

Nina Kraus, communication sciences and disorders: Gene D.

David Engman, pathology: president, American Association

of University Pathologists
Wendy Espeland, sociology: fellow, Wissenschaftskolleg du Berlin

Steven Franconeri, psychology: Outstanding Young

Cohen Research Award in Creativity and Aging, Gerontological
Society of America and National Center for Creative Aging

Investigator Award, Psychonomic Society

Sridhar Krishnaswamy, mechanical engineering: fellow,

John Franks, mathematics: fellow, American Mathematical

International Society for Optics and Photonics

Society
Anupam Garg, physics and astronomy: fellow, American

Jacob Lassner, history: Franz Rosenthal Prize in Islamics and
Semitics, American Oriental Society

Physical Society

Carol Lee, learning sciences: Freedom Flame Award: Passion

Elizabeth Gerber, mechanical engineering, communication

of the Flame, Bridge Crossing Jubilee and National Voting
Rights Museum and Institute

studies: faculty founder, Design for America, Ashoka
U-Cordes Innovation Award
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Paul Leonardi, communication studies: Diamond Anniversary
Book Award, National Communication Association
William Lester, public policy and administration: Fulbright

Douglas Medin, cognitive psychology: William James Lifetime
Achievement Award for Basic Research, Association for
Psychological Science

Scholar, Institute of International Education

Philip Messersmith, biomedical engineering: Clemson Award

Stanley M. Lo, molecular biosciences: education mentor,

for Basic Research, Society for Biomaterials

life sciences, National Academies

Chad Mirkin, chemistry: distinguished visitor, Lee Kuan Yew
Endowment Fund, Singapore; International Material Science
Award, International Centre for Materials Science, Bangalore;
Walston Chubb Award for Innovation, Sigma Xi Scientific
Research Society; Chemistry World Entrepreneur of the Year,
Royal Society of Chemistry; honorary member, Materials
Research Society of India; Award for Creative Invention,
American Chemical Society; fellow, Materials Research
Society; Linus Pauling Medal Award (Oregon, Portland,
and Puget Sound Sections), American Chemical Society

Jerilyn Logemann, communication sciences and disorders:

honorary fellowship, Royal College of Speech and
Language Therapists
Ian Low, physics and astronomy: fellow in mathematics

and theoretical physics, Simons Foundation
Richard Lueptow, mechanical engineering: fellow, American

Society of Mechanical Engineers
Xunrong Luo, medicine–nephrology, microbiology–
immunology, surgery–organ transplantation: member,
American Society for Clinical Investigation
D. Soyini Madison, performance studies, anthropology,

African studies: Leslie Irene Coger Award for Distinguished
Performance, National Communication Association

fellow, Optical Society of America
Kathryn Montgomery, medical humanities and bioethics

program: Lifetime Achievement Award, American Society
for Bioethics and Humanities

David Mahvi, surgery, surgical oncology division: vice chair,
American Board of Surgery

Richard Morimoto, molecular biosciences: Commandeur,

Sarah Mangelsdorf, dean, Weinberg College of Arts and

Gary Saul Morson, Slavic languages and literature: named

Sciences: Distinguished Alumni Award, College of Education
and Human Development, University of Minnesota; fellow,
American Psychological Association
Tobin J. Marks, chemistry: MacDiarmid Medal, University

of Pennsylvania; fellow, American Chemical Society
Kelly Mayo, molecular biosciences: Mentor Award, Women
in Endocrinology
Sara Maza, history: fellow, American Academy of Arts

and Sciences
Dan P. McAdams, psychology: honorary doctorate, University

of Basel
Tim McAllister, saxophone: dedicatee and performer of

world premiere of concerto by John Adams, Sydney
Symphony Orchestra
Mary McGrae McDermott, medicine, general medicine

division: master, Society of Vascular Medicine
Steven McGee, learning sciences: codirector, Early Elementary

Science Partnerships, EdCom Award for Excellence in
Programming, American Alliance of Museums
Thomas J. Meade, chemistry and molecular biosciences:

fellow, World Molecular Imaging Society

12

Hooman Mohseni, electrical engineering and computer science:
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L’Ordre des Palmes Académiques, France
one of the 100 Best Professors, Power Line
Dale Mortensen, economics: member, Royal Danish Academy

of Science and Letters; economic theory fellow, Society for
the Advancement of Economic Theory; member, National
Academy of Sciences
Adilson Motter, physics and astronomy: Erdos-Renyi Prize
in Network Science, Network Science Society
Milan Mrksich, chemistry: fellow, American Institute for

Medical and Biological Engineering
Simone Muench, creative writing: poetry fellowship, National
Endowment for the Arts
William Muller, pathology: Rous-Whipple Award, American
Society for Investigative Pathology
Gokhan Mutlu, medicine–pulmonary: member, American

Society for Clinical Investigation
Hamid Naficy, radio/television/film; communication; art

history: Houshang Pourshariati Iranian Studies Book Award,
Middle East Studies Association
Ritu Nayar, pathology: president-elect, American Society
of Cytopathology

Jorge Nocedal, industrial engineering and management

Susan Quaggin, nephrology: Alfred Newton Richards Award,

sciences: Dantzig Prize, Mathematical Optimization Society
and Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics

International Society of Nephrology; member, Association
of American Physicians

Robin Nusslock, psychology: named a Rising Star, Association
for Psychological Science

Lincoln Quillian, sociology: Award for Distinguished
Contribution to Scholarship in Population, American
Sociological Review

Teri Odom, chemistry: Dalton Lecture Award, Royal Society
of Chemistry

Jonathan Richman, advertising for creatives: cowinner,

Thomas O’Halloran, molecular biosciences: Bioinorganic

Bronze Cannes Lion, Cannes Lions Festival

Chemistry Award, Royal Society of Chemistry

Ramón Rivera-Servera, performance studies: Best Book in

Emile Okal, Earth and planetary sciences: Sergey Soloviev

Medal, European Geosciences Union

LGBTQ Studies Award, Lambda Literary Foundation; Latino
Studies Book Prize, Latin American Studies Association

Gregory Olson, materials science and engineering: Morris

Clark Robinson, mathematics: fellow, American Mathematical

Cohen Award, Minerals, Metals, and Materials Society

Society

Puneet Opal, neurology: member, American Society for

Humberto Robles, Spanish and Portuguese: member,

Clinical Investigation

Ecuadorian Academy of Language

Julio Ottino, dean, McCormick School of Engineering and

Michael Roloff, communication studies: Donald Eckroyd

Applied Science; chemical and biological engineering: fellow,
American Institute of Chemical Engineers
Amy Paller, dermatology: president, Women’s Dermatologic

Society
Spencer Parsons, radio/television/film: Best Feature,

Minneapolis Underground Film Festival; premiered film,
Los Angeles Film Festival
Neelesh Patankar, materials science and engineering: fellow,

American Physical Society
Eric Patrick, radio/television/film: Best Experimental Film

Award at 21 film festivals
Mary Pattillo, sociology and African American studies: fellow,

Straus Institute for the Advanced Study of Law and Justice,
New York
Dylan Penningroth, history: MacArthur Fellow, John D.
and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation
Christian Petersen, molecular biosciences: 2013 New

Innovator Award, National Institutes of Health
Janet Pierrehumbert, linguistics: Sapir Professor, Linguistics

Society of America Summer Institute; fellow, Cognitive
Science Society
Monica Prasad, sociology: Viviana Zelizer Award for Best

Book in Economic Sociology, American Sociological
Association; Barrington Moore Award Best Book in
Comparative-Historical Sociology, American Sociological
Association
Stewart Priddy, mathematics: fellow, American
Mathematical Society

Award for Outstanding Teaching in Higher Education,
National Communication Association; Mark L. Knapp Award
in Interpersonal Communication, National Communication
Association
Steven Rosen, Robert H. Lurie Comprehensive Cancer Center:
chair, Medical and Scientific Advisory Board, Leukemia and
Lymphoma Society
Todd Rosenthal, theatre: Best Scenic Design, Suzi Bass Awards

(Atlanta); Best Scenic Design Award, BroadwayWorld.com
Marco Ruffini, French and Italian: Howard R. Marraro Prize,

Modern Language Association of America
Eric Russell, radiology: Gold Medal, American Society of
Neuroradiology
Susmita Sahoo, Feinberg Cardiovascular Research Institute:
Outstanding Young Investigator in Basic Cardiovascular
Research, American Heart Association
John Salsman, medical social sciences: New Investigator

Award, American Psychosocial Oncology Society
Babette Sanders, physical therapy and human movement

sciences: Catherine Worthingham Fellow, American Physical
Therapy Association
James A. Sauls, physics and astronomy: John Bardeen Prize,
University of Illinois
Morton Schapiro, president, Northwestern University:

honorary doctorate of humane letters, Garrett-Evangelical
Theological Seminary; honorary doctorate of laws, University
of Notre Dame
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George Schatz, chemistry: S F Boys–A Rahman Award, Royal

Richard Van Duyne, chemistry: fellow, Royal Society of

Society of Chemistry

Chemistry; Sir George Stokes Award, Analytical Division,
Royal Society of Chemistry; honorary member, Society of
Applied Spectroscopy

David Scheffer, Legal Clinic: Berlin Prize Fellow, American

Academy in Berlin
National Institutes of Health

Edward Voboril, biomedical engineering: fellow, American
Institute of Biological and Medical Engineering

Miriam Gamoran Sherin, learning sciences: cowinner,

Peter Voorhees, materials science and engineering: J. Willard

Exemplary Research in Teaching and Teacher Education
Award, American Education Research Association

Ellen Wartella, communication, psychology, human

Hank Seifert, microbiology–immunology: MERIT Award,

Richard Silverman, chemistry: Excellence in Medicinal

Chemistry Prize, Israel Chemical Society; Edward E.
Smissman–Bristol-Myers Squibb Award, American Chemical
Society; Roland T. Lakey Award, Wayne State University;
Sato Memorial International Award, Pharmaceutical Society
of Japan; Centenary Award, Royal Society of Chemistry
Christine Sneed, creative writing: Best New Book by a Local
Author Award, Chicago Magazine; 21st Century Literary
Award, Chicago Public Library Foundation

development and social policy: Wayne A. Danielson
Distinguished Research Award, College of Communication,
University of Texas at Austin; Senior Scholar Award, Children,
Adolescents, Media Division, International Communication
Association
Michael Wasielewski, chemistry: Environment Prize,
Royal Society of Chemistry; Research Award, Alexander
von Humboldt Foundation

president, Central Surgical Association

Celeste Watkins-Hayes, African American studies, sociology:
Jacquelyn Johnson Jackson Early Career Award, Association
of Black Sociologists

Michael Stein, mathematics: fellow, American Mathematical

Emily Weiss, chemistry: Kavli Emerging Leader in Chemistry

Nathaniel Soper, surgery–gastrointestinal and endocrine:

Society

Lecturer, American Chemical Society

Seth Stein, Earth and planetary sciences: Research Award,

Sadie Wignall, molecular biosciences: Damon Runyon–

Alexander von Humboldt Foundation
Nathaniel Stern, physics and astronomy: research fellow,
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation
Jacqueline Stevens, political science: fellow, John Simon

Guggenheim Memorial Foundation
Kristen Stilt, law, history (affiliated faculty): fellow, John Simon

Guggenheim Memorial Foundation
Bruno Strulovici, economics: research fellow, Alfred P. Sloan

Foundation
Samuel Stupp, chemistry, medicine, materials science and

Rachleff Innovation Award, Damon Runyan Cancer
Research Foundation
Katherine Wisner, psychiatry and behavioral sciences: Marcé

Medal, Marcé Society for Perinatal Mental Health
Asher Wolinsky, economics: fellow, American Academy
of Arts and Sciences
Teresa Woodruff, obstetrics and gynecology: president,
Endocrine Society
Jared Wunsch, mathematics: fellow, American Mathematical

Society
Ed Zajac, management and organizations: honorary doctorate,

engineering: honorary doctorate, Sahlgrenska Academy,
University of Gothenburg, Sweden

Free University of Berlin

Claudia Swan, art history: senior fellowship, Max Planck

Institute for the History of Science, Berlin

Alex Zamiar, advertising for creatives: cowinner, Bronze
Cannes Lion, Cannes Lions Festival

Allen Taflove, electrical engineering and computer science:

Steve Zelditch, mathematics: fellow, American Mathematical

Electromagnetics Award, Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers

Liang Zhou, pathology, microbiology–immunology:

Cynthia Thompson, communication sciences and disorders:

Honors of the Association, American Speech Language
Hearing Association

14
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Society
Investigator in the Pathogenesis of Infectious Diseases,
Burroughs Wellcome Fund
Xinwen Zhu, mathematics: Centennial Fellowship, American
Mathematical Society

Research Fellowships

nine years. She attributes Northwestern’s success to
the breadth and depth of its academic offerings and the
opportunities it affords students to immerse themselves
in the wider world.

For the eighth year in a row, Northwestern University is a
top 10 producer of US Fulbright grant recipients, according
to a ranking published in the Chronicle of Higher Education.
The University ranked sixth in 2013–14 Fulbright grants
among the nation’s research institutions.

Northwestern graduate and undergraduate students also
excel in winning National Science Foundation research
fellowships. In 2013, among its benchmark cohort of
Consortium on Financing Higher Education institutions,
Northwestern placed sixth in graduate NSF research
fellowships with 41 and ranked 12th in undergraduate
NSF fellowships with 18.

A total of 23 Northwestern seniors, graduate students, and
recent alumni have been awarded the prestigious 2013–14
scholarships from the flagship US government-sponsored
program that funds international research exchange. An
additional candidate was selected but declined in order
to accept two other awards.
Northwestern’s Fulbright winners—who represent nearly
all of Northwestern’s undergraduate schools—come from
disciplines ranging from theater to integrated marketing
communications, ethnomusicology to anthropology, and
creative writing to international relations. They will pursue
projects in South Korea, Peru, Mozambique, India, Kenya,
Malaysia, Spain, Japan, and other nations.

Northwestern Undergraduate Awards

Northwestern students and recent alumni submitted
a total of 106 Fulbright applications, according to Office of
Fellowships director Sara Anson Vaux, whose office has been
responsible for the University’s Fulbright submissions for

Year

Fulbright

Gates

Rhodes

Marshall

Churchill

2013

24

0

0

1

0

2012

27

1

1

0

1

2011

28

0

0

1

2

2010

20

0

0

0

1

2009

32

5

2

1

2

2008

24

2

0

0

0

2007

24

0

0

0

0

2006

15

4

0

0

0

2005

13

1

0

1

0

Sources: www.fulbrightonline.org, www.gatesscholar.org, www.rhodesscholar.org,
www.marshallscholarship.org, and www.winstonchurchillfoundation.org

NSF Graduate Research Fellowships
2007
Institution

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Undergrad

Grad

Undergrad

Grad

Undergrad

Grad

Undergrad

Grad

Undergrad

Grad

Undergrad

Grad

Undergrad

Grad

9

6

9

8

28

10

26

7

25

14

23

10

22

12

University of Chicago

13

13

12

11

17

17

22

32

20

17

20

26

20

29

Columbia University

8

15

12

25

14

17

16

35

30

41

19

35

21

29

Cornell University

23

26

22

23

24

34

49

56

40

59

41

58

29

59

Dartmouth College

9

0

2

2

6

1

14

4

9

3

6

7

13

4

14

13

7

14

11

15

22

24

21

33

19

43

16

45

Brown University

Duke University
Georgetown University
Harvard University
Johns Hopkins University

2

0

4

1

3

2

5

2

2

0

4

2

5

3

26

61

29

50

41

75

45

137

45

103

44

99

40

76

8

11

7

8

12

16

14

13

10

20

17

16

8

29

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

35

77

44

76

56

111

66

159

54

164

59

147

58

118

Northwestern University

11

15

5

18

11

20

19

33

19

41

15

40

18

41

University of Pennsylvania

8

6

5

12

10

12

19

18

11

25

16

25

21

31

Princeton University

20

26

18

27

17

28

35

44

32

31

31

32

27

35

Rice University

13

5

16

11

11

8

23

13

18

12

20

21

15

10

2

2

2

2

8

2

10

4

17

6

11

5

10

3

35

72

31

67

37

72

60

154

41

156

36

136

30

155

University of Rochester
Stanford University
Washington University

10

4

7

4

12

4

19

13

14

21

11

13

18

17

Yale University

22

15

21

16

23

19

33

47

27

35

28

32

23

31

Souce: National Science Foundation (https://www.fastlane.nsf.gov/grfp/Login.do
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Photos by Sally Ryan.

Excellence in Research

Two undergraduate students create and test new materials in the
Battery Lab, which is part of Northwestern's new Energy Materials
Lab. Inset: Coin cell batteries, such as these created in the lab, are
one of the prime ways to encase new battery materials.

Material World
In the late 1990s, IBM rocked the tech industry.
The company announced that it had boldly replaced the aluminum interconnects in its
transistor with copper. The change resulted in faster, smaller, and cheaper microprocessors,
making personal computers a possibility for any home. It was the biggest advance in
electronics since the transistor was invented 50 years earlier.
At the time, Mark Hersam, materials science and
engineering, was a young electrical engineer in IBM’s
Thomas J. Watson Research Center. Now a celebrated
researcher of graphene and carbon nanotubes, Hersam was
first introduced to carbon at IBM where he examined the
electrical properties of carbon nanotubes. He remembers
being captivated by the impact of a new material on such an
important device as the transistor. Says Hersam, “I saw that
the future of electronics rested in the future of materials.”
In 2000 Hersam headed to Northwestern to become an
assistant professor of materials science and engineering.

16
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For materials science, Northwestern was the place to be:
the University is the home of the world’s first materials
science department. The department’s origins date back
to 1954, when metallurgist Don Whitmore convinced
a former University of Minnesota colleague Morris Fine,
to join the Northwestern faculty. Fine came to the University
with a range of experiences that included work on the
Manhattan Project in Chicago and Los Alamos and
later with Bell Labs in New Jersey. The duo created a
new department of metallurgy, and Fine (now an emeritus
professor) was appointed chair. Before long, new faculty
members were appointed, and the department broadened

its scope to include ceramics, polymers, and electronic
materials. The new profile inspired a new name, the
department of materials science, which was approved
by the Board of Trustees in 1958.

Growing Popularity
Materials science and engineering, however, was not a
particularly popular field. Until recently, few students knew
it existed. It struggled to become a household name like
biology, chemistry, and physics or even mechanical or
electrical engineering.
“Students who come to an engineering school typically may
not have heard about materials,” says Michael J. Bedzyk,
current chair of materials science and engineering. “But
that is changing. Even President Obama mentions materials
science in his speeches.”
The growing numbers in the field have amazed Bedzyk
and department's assistant chair Kathleen Stair. In the past
10 years Northwestern has seen student enrollment in
materials science increase by 80 percent.
“Coming into college, students are very interested in solving
societal problems,” Bedzyk says. “They see energy, clean
water, and the environment as having very big problems.
Materials are a part of the solution.”

Energetic New Labs
To accommodate the influx of undergraduates in materials
science and engineering, the department is creating an
Energy Materials Laboratory on the third floor of Cook Hall
on the Evanston campus. Its three labs will connect with
materials science and engineering courses; students will
learn in the classroom and then head to the laboratory to
make and test new materials.
The first component of this project is the Battery Laboratory,
or “BatLab,” which opened in fall 2013 under the leadership
of Jiaxing Huang, materials science and engineering. The
new facility provides space and equipment for graduate and
undergraduate students to develop, produce, and test
batteries and ultra-capacitors. Alumni funding provided
seed money for construction and equipment acquisition.
“Our undergraduates are already involved in research,”
Stair says. “But we want to open these labs to emphasize
creativity and innovation. Undergraduates actually have
the opportunity to make and test their own devices.”
Also under development, led by Hersam, is a new
photovoltaics lab. Photovoltaics is a method of generating
electrical power by converting solar radiation into electricity
using semiconductors. The process requires materials that
create electric current when exposed to light. Students will
be able to make and test these materials in the lab.

Left photo by C. Jason Brown. Right photo by Sally Ryan.

Mark Hersam, left. Michael J. Bedzyk, right.
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Photo used courtesy of McCormick School.

Ramille Shah

Printing Pioneers
For the third lab, Bedzyk says the department is considering
3-D printing, a new field in which Northwestern is already a
pioneer. Ramille Shah, materials science and engineering and
transplant surgery, will help lead this effort. A Northwestern
undergraduate alumna, Shah creates new biomaterial inks
for the 3-D printing of tissues. Her ultimate goal is to print
organs and tissues for the human body.
“Right now, the craze in 3-D printing has been focused on
creating plastic prototypes,” Shah says. “We’re one of the
first groups in the nation focusing on creating new 3-D
printable materials for tissue engineering.”
Shah’s group uses computer-aided design (CAD) software
to draft a structure and then produces it with the Bioplotter,
a still-rare 3-D printer. Shah has used this method to develop
a “hyper-elastic bone substitute” made from biodegradable
polyester and hydroxyapatite, which is the main mineral in
bones. While the combination of these materials is not
uncommon, Shah says it typically creates a very brittle
material that shatters upon impact. Shah’s team produced
an ink with polyester and hydroxyapatite that, when 3-D
printed using a high content of hydroxyapatite, can produce
a porous scaffold that is robust yet flexible.
“You would think that adding more ceramic content would
make it more brittle,” she says. “But the printing process
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allows us to create a specific microstructure that results in
a more elastic material.”
When stem cells are introduced to the scaffold, they
recognize the hydroxyapatite as a natural material and thus
proliferate, populating the entire scaffold, and begin turning
into bone cells. The scaffold was designed with a specific
microporous structure with pores that are big enough for the
cells to enter the scaffold but with a tortuous architecture
that prevents cells from slipping all the way through.
Shah is also developing new 3-D printable hydrogels that
comprise cells with precursor inks. This eventually will
allow her to print organs created with human cells. “If we
have a biomaterial ink toolbox, then we can choose and test
different inks and cells for different tissue targets,” she says.
“Whether it be cartilage or liver or kidney regeneration, we
can have a better variety of materials to use and test for
finding optimal conditions for tissue formation.”
“Undergraduates will be really excited to have this new
technology to use for materials engineering,” Bedzyk says.
“We are already extending the 3-D printing processes
developed for biomaterials to energy materials.”
Indeed, 3-D printing has opened the door for many
applications outside of the biological world. Shah is also
collaborating with Hersam to print graphene, which has the
potential to make electronics lighter, cheaper, and faster. She

has also started working with David Dunand, materials
science and engineering and codirector of the Institute
for Sustainability and Energy at Northwestern, to print
metal oxide and metal-based 3-D inks for fabricating
cheaper and more efficient energy devices.

Entrepreneurial Spirit
Bedzyk and Stair note that the hands-on research and
development opportunities provided by these labs will
feed into the undergraduate’s natural entrepreneurial
spirit. Many are excited by new ideas and the prospect
of developing their own businesses.
“Students today see more examples of entrepreneurship
coming out of academia,” Stair says. “When
I was a freshman, I wouldn’t have been able
to think of any examples.”
“They see all these start-up companies
succeeding,” Bedzyk adds. “This year, we
had the vice president of Google give a talk
in the engineering school. It was held in a
room that could only seat 60 people. There
were at least 150 people there. It wasn’t that
you couldn’t sit or stand; you couldn’t fit at
all. It just shows how excited and eager
students are about entrepreneurship.”

Continued Growth
Through awards and funding, Northwestern’s
materials science researchers are repeatedly
recognized by outside organizations for
their skills and innovation. With that support,
Northwestern has continued to grow the field
and push the boundaries for what is possible in the
field of materials.

mixture of atoms in a material and the process by which
to make it. It’s like a materials cookbook.”
Other members of the CHiMaD consortium include
the University of Chicago, the Northwestern-Argonne
Institute of Science and Engineering (NAISE), and the
Computation Institute. Only one award was given in
the national competition.
The three codirectors are Peter Voorhees , materials science
and engineering and director of NAISE; Gregory Olson,
materials science and engineering; and Juan de Pablo
from the University of Chicago. Often credited for coining
the term “materials genome,” Olson has long used
computational tools to design specialty steels.

Centering Research

“It’s obvious
when you
come to
Northwestern
that it is fully
committed
to the
collaborative
research
experience.”

In December a Chicago-based consortium led by
Northwestern received funding from the National Institute
of Standards and Technology to establish a new center of
excellence for advanced materials research. The Center
for Hierarchical Materials Design (CHiMaD) will focus
on developing the next generation of computational tools,
databases, and experimental techniques to enable the design
of novel materials, one of the primary goals of the Obama
administration’s Materials Genome Initiative.
“The materials genome is the next big thing,” Bedzyk says.
“We can now use scientific computing to discover the

Northwestern’s Materials Research Center
(MRC) further supports the University’s
materials science and engineering endeavors.
After establishing a reputation in materials
science, Northwestern received US
government funding in 1958 to create
a center—one of three such sites in the
nation—to promote interdisciplinary research.

“Materials research encompasses more than
one department,” says Hersam, the center’s
director. “The materials science and
engineering department is important to
the MRC, but there are many other
departments, such as chemistry, physics,
and many engineering departments
on campus that contribute to this field.
The center provides a focal point to come together
and collaborate.”
Recognizing that solving society’s most difficult problems
requires multiple perspectives, the MRC provides an
interdisciplinary environment and a wide variety of
resources, including support for 16 shared facilities and
laboratories on the Evanston campus. The center is reviewed
every six years by the National Science Foundation and has
received continuous funding ever since its founding.
Recalling his early career, Hersam reflects on the importance
of the MRC. “I originally came to Northwestern largely
because of the MRC,” he says. “It’s obvious when you come
to Northwestern that it is fully committed to the collaborative
research experience.”
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Everyday Materials

Some of Huang’s best research draws inspiration from the
materials in his everyday life. Wadded papers in his office
trash can sparked the idea of crumpling graphene sheets.
Crumpled graphene balls have the same electrical properties
as flat graphene sheets but are much easier to disperse and
handle and have greater surface area.
For the crumpling process, Huang, materials science
and engineering, looked to yet another household item:
the humidifier. He and his team created microscopic
water droplets dispersed with graphene-based sheets and
then blew them through a furnace. As the water quickly
evaporated, the thin sheets were compressed by capillary
force into near-spherical, paper ball-like particles.
“Everyone uses a humidifier in winter,” Huang says.
“So this was a Chicago winter weather-inspired idea.”
Huang applies the same “everyday materials” approach to
inspire students in his classroom. During a session in his
“Introduction to Conducting Polymers” course, Huang
asked his students to use their pencils to draw lines on
paper. “By using a pencil to draw a line,” he says, “you
may have created many graphene-like particles.”
After class a student approached Huang, asking if the
pencil-drawn “graphene” could be used as an electronic

Jiaxing Huang
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material. Huang was intrigued. With his teaching assistant
and a pair of students in his class, Huang found that the
current passing through the line was very sensitive to the
bend of the paper. When the paper was bent downwards,
the current decreased; bending the paper upwards caused
the current to increase.
Fascinated by this finding, the team decided to test the
traces drawn with a flexible toy pencil—one that can bend
and twist because its graphite is embedded in plastic.
“If there are toxic vapors nearby, the plastic will absorb
that and expand,” Huang explains. “When it expands,
it will push the graphite particles apart and decrease the
electric current. In order to conduct current, the graphite
particles have to touch each other.”
By drawing with the flexible pencil, Huang’s team created
a type of chemical vapor sensor called a “chemiresistor.”
The resistance of their device will change in response to
toxic chemical vapors in the vicinity.
Huang was thrilled to see materials innovations from class
projects. “These experiments show our students that you
can do creative research at a very early stage,” he says.
“You can do innovative work if you pay attention and keep
a curious mind.”
The team’s research was published in Scientific Reports
in January. The paper is titled “Pencil Drawn Strain
Gauges and Chemiresistors on Paper.”

Photos by C. Jason Brown.

What’s the best way to become a successful
materials scientist? Jiaxing Huang says the
key is simply to pay attention to the world
around you.

©iStock by Getty Images.

Northwestern’s Hearing Aides
For most people, hearing and interpreting sound comes so naturally that it seems like a rather
simple mechanism. In reality, hearing is a complicated process of chain reactions happening
so quickly and automatically that we are completely unaware that our ears are busy at work.
Even our floppy, cartilaginous outer ear performs a vital
function. It is optimally shaped to catch sound waves and
channel them into our ear canals. From there, these
sensations are transformed into eardrum vibrations that
buzz toward through the middle ear via a series of three tiny
bones. The last of these bones, resting against the snail-shellshaped cochlea, is the stapes, which transforms the airpressure fluctuations from the sound wave into inner ear
fluid motion. After activating the cochlear hair cells, which
convert mechanical into electrical signals, the release of
chemical messengers excites the auditory nerve fibers so that
sound can be conveyed to the brain.

From sound, to vibrations, to fluid, to electricity, sound
travels in various forms. The efficient transfer of auditory
signals from one mode to the next is the function of our
extraordinary peripheral auditory system.

Knowing the Center
The fascination of hearing is what fuels Northwestern’s
Hugh Knowles Center for Clinical and Basic Science in
Hearing and Its Disorders, based in the Department of
Communication Science and Disorders (CSD). The center
honors acoustical engineer, inventor, and hearing-aid
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manufacturer Hugh S. Knowles, who in 1946 founded
Knowles Electronics to develop and produce miniature
microphones for hearing devices. Upon his death in 1988,
a generous gift from his family established the center in
tribute to his interest in and dedication to the field of hearing
and hearing loss.
The Knowles Hearing Center’s 29 faculty fellows from eight
departments at Northwestern explore every aspect of the
complex science of hearing. “We have fellows from all
different fields of study,” says center director Beverly Wright,
CSD. “But they all share a connection to hearing. Our
mission is to advance this research, teaching, and clinical
services related to hearing.”

Birthplace of Audiology
Few people realize that Northwestern is the birthplace
of audiology. Raymond Carhart—a master’s and doctoral
alumnus—is often credited as the father of the field. Carhart
joined Northwestern’s faculty in 1947 after serving in the
Second World War as a part of the US Army Medical
Administrative Corps. His service deeply informed his
instincts in the hearing sciences.

Beverly Wright

Mario Ruggero

“Carhart detected that there would be a critical need for
treating soldiers who came home from war after hearing too
many loud explosions,” says Mario Ruggero, Knowles Chair
of Hearing Sciences in CSD. “He said, ‘We have to create a
new field.’”
The Northwestern University Audiology Clinic opened in
1947, making Northwestern the first institution with an
educational program in audiology. Although the clinic is
separate from the Knowles Hearing Center, the two entities
are mutually beneficial. Researchers in the center are able
to study patients in the clinic, and clinic patients profit from
new discoveries generated in the center. “The clinic gives our
lives a little more meaning,” Ruggero says, “because we can
see our work put into action.”
Currently located in the Frances Searle Building, the
Audiology Clinic will open in fall 2014 inside the new
parking structure across from the Henry Crown Sports
Pavilion and Aquatic Center (SPAC).

Aiding Hearing
Pamela Souza, CSD, is a Knowles Hearing Center fellow
as well as an audiologist at the clinic. She finds that fitting
and testing hearing aids in the clinic complements her
own research as director of Northwestern’s Hearing Aid
Laboratory. But Souza and her group study more than
hearing devices. “My focus is really about improving
communication in older adults,” she says.
Hearing aids can be the answer for treating some age-related
hearing loss, but difficulty in understanding speech may also
result from cognitive changes. For example, a person might
hear well in a quiet environment but poorly when there is
background noise. Souza says this might indicate problems
with the person’s executive function, which is the brain’s
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ability to direct attention to one speaker or with working
memory, the ability to process and store information. “As
a clinician, I help people realize it’s a two-part problem,”
she says. “The hearing aid addresses the auditory part of
the problem but not the cognitive part of the problem.”
Souza also studies how adults interact with hearing aids.
Much of her research looks at how well people can tolerate
the alterations in sound that might accompany amplification.
She also examines how best to train someone to use a
hearing aid so as to receive the maximum benefit.

Ear Therapy
Sometimes hearing aids are needed, but other times all
it takes is a little practice. As head of Northwestern’s
Psychoacoustic Laboratory, Beverly Wright investigates
perceptual learning. She studies techniques that can be
used to improve hearing—likening them to “physical
therapy for the ears.”
People improve on perceptual tasks with practice. Wright
works to determine the training requirements necessary for
that improvement to occur. “We are trying to establish the
‘rules’ of auditory perceptual learning,” she explains.
Wright’s lab first formed these “rules” by examining how
different training regimens affect learning on simple
auditory tasks, such as distinguishing which of two tones
has a higher pitch. People can learn to hear smaller and
smaller pitch differences between the tones. Wright found
that participants actually need to practice this listening skill
in order for the improvement to occur—passive exposure
to sounds is not enough. She has also found that people need
to practice this task a certain amount each day within a
restricted time period.
“Additional practice per day beyond the sufficient amount
does not aid learning,” she says. “But a combination of
practice and additional stimulus exposures without practice
can markedly enhance learning.”
Recently, in a collaboration with Ann Bradlow, linguistics,
Wright noticed that the same rules apply in different forms
of speech learning, such as adapting to foreign accents or
learning to distinguish between non-native speech sounds.
Because the rules seem to apply across different types of
perceptual tasks, it suggests that they may be general rules
of perceptual learning.
“Establishing these rules gives us insight into the
mechanisms involved in the learning itself,” Wright says,

Pamela Souza

“and enables us to improve the efficiency and effectiveness
of perceptual training regimens for therapeutic and other
applications.”

Biological Basics
To better understand hearing loss, researchers first need to
understand hearing. Mario Ruggero studies the biology of
hearing, asking the basic but complicated question “how do
we hear?” Ruggero’s 40 years in the field of hearing research
has shed light on how the normal inner ear works and on the
causes of deafness. He studies the cochlea, which is the inner
ear organ of hearing. Using laser technology, he is able to
measure cochlear vibrations in a small-animal model.
“We can see vibrations that are not much bigger than the
size of a hydrogen atom,” he says. “Then we can compare
the mechanical properties to the electrical responses of the
auditory nerve, which carry acoustic signals to the brain.”
He has also investigated middle ear function. While
textbooks often claim that the middle ear simply focuses
sound to the frequency of speech, Ruggero argues that the
middle ear acts like a broadband transmission system, giving
the cochlea all the information it needs; the cochlea then
simply analyzes the information. “The middle ear helps
give the cochlea a good signal,” he explains.
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Musical Brain
In a more recent project funded by a Knowles Hearing
Center seed grant, Nina Kraus, Knowles Chair of Audiology
in CSD, is investigating the effect of music study on the
brain. The Harmony Project is a nonprofit organization that
targets at-risk youth in underserved areas of Los Angeles.
The program provides free instruments and musical tutoring
to its young participants, in exchange for their commitment
to stay in school. Kraus is using the seed funding to study
the brains of the Harmony Project students as they learn
technical exercises and musical repertoire.
Jing Zheng

Ready? Presto!
In addition to unifying researchers across Northwestern’s
campuses, the Knowles Hearing Center provides seed grants
for promising new ideas. Many of these ideas turn into
bigger projects that receive external funding.
Two decades ago, as the director of the
Auditory Physiology Laboratory, Peter Dallos
(now retired), communication sciences and
disorders and neurobiology, received seed
funding for a project that became an enormous
breakthrough for the understanding of
hearing. Dallos was studying the sensory hair
cells residing inside the organ of Corti, part
of the ear’s cochlea.
Outer hair cells have both a sensory and a
motor function. When these cells are stimulated
by sound, they actually elongate and contract
at rates exceeding 70,000 times per second.
“We realized this motor function must be
associated with a motor protein,” says lab investigator
Mary Ann Cheatham, CSD.

“Often
people don’t
realize how
valuable
hearing is
until it’s too
late.”

Jing Zheng, otolaryngology, discovered the protein shortly
after joining the Dallos lab in the late 1990s. Because the
hair cells change length at an incredible rate, Dallos named
the protein “prestin” after the musical term “presto,” which
indicates a rapid tempo. Zheng, Cheatham, and other Auditory
Physiology Laboratory researchers have continued to study
prestin in order to define its function. Along the way, they
discovered that the absence of prestin is devastating.
“If the outer hair cells do not express prestin,” Cheatham says,
“then there is a significant hearing loss, and the cochlea no
longer functions as a frequency analyzer. Even if sound is
amplified using a hearing aid, a complex signal like speech
cannot be understood.”
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Kraus started with 80 students from similar backgrounds.
Half the kids were selected to start music study immediately,
and the other half waited a year to begin. As director of the
Auditory Neuroscience Laboratory, Kraus dispatched four
of her researchers to Los Angeles to set up a satellite lab.
They are sending back a daily stream of data to Kraus at
Northwestern, and she is assessing the changes in the kids’
brain response in specific areas related to good reading and
learning skills.
One research question Kraus hopes to
answer is whether musical training
can offset the ever-widening academic
gap between rich and poor. Her preliminary
results suggest that it can.

Dangerous Decibels

Hearing loss is a growing national epidemic.
Most of us expect to lose some hearing as
we age but with the prevalence of Bluetooth
headsets and music-blasting ear buds,
hearing loss is showing up in much younger individuals.
According to the Journal of the American Medical
Association, one in five teenagers already has some degree
of hearing loss. And the numbers grow bleaker every day.
Wright says that one of the Knowles Hearing Center’s main
goals is to help people realize how precious their hearing is.
“Often people don’t realize how valuable hearing is until it’s
too late,” she says. “There are too many young people with
hearing loss already, and they don’t understand what this
means for them in the long haul.”
By bringing Northwestern’s faculty together to address
issues related to hearing and its preservation, the Knowles
Hearing Center is poised to accelerate the translation of new
hearing research into better clinical outcomes.
Photos used courtesy of School of Communication.

Photo by Steven E. Gross.

Left: Thomas Bozza. Right: Each gene is expressed by subsets of sensory neurons in the nasal cavity that connect to corresponding structures
in the brain called glomeruli, shown in green in the image.

Thomas Bozza

Weinberg School of Arts and Sciences
Genes and Circuits Underlying
Olfactory Perception
Chemical recognition is fundamental to all biological
processes. When it comes to sensitivity, flexibility, and
specificity, no artificial chemical sensor outperforms the
nose. This is why humans rely on the olfactory abilities of
dogs and other animals to track and pursue missing people,
locate explosives and drugs in airports, and even diagnose
illnesses such as cancer and tuberculosis. How the nervous
system carries out these impressive tasks is still not known.
The laboratory of Thomas Bozza, neurobiology, is working
to uncover how receptor genes that underlie chemical
detection contribute to olfactory perception in mice. By far
the most genetically tractable vertebrate species, mice have
a highly acute sense of smell, with more than a thousand
different olfactory receptor genes—almost three times as
many as humans. In mammals each olfactory receptor gene
is expressed by subsets of sensory neurons in the nasal
cavity that connect to corresponding glomeruli in the brain
(shown in green in the above image); every receptor has
a corresponding glomerulus (one specific glomerulus is
shown in red). When you smell a bouquet of flowers or
your morning coffee, molecules enter your nose and activate

subsets of olfactory receptors and corresponding glomeruli.
Molecules are recognized by the unique signature or ensemble
of activated glomeruli.
Recent work from the Bozza lab shows that single genes
(and individual glomeruli) matter. In one study, published
in the journal Nature in May, the lab focused on the
trace amine associated receptors (TAARs), a small family
of receptors specialized to detect amines—a class of
biologically relevant chemicals that have a repulsive,
fishy odor. Mice normally avoid specific amines, including
phenylethylamine, a chemical that is enriched in predator
cat urine. Bozza’s lab showed that genetically deleting all
of the TAARs, or even a single TAAR gene, produces mice
that no longer avoid amines or the scent of predator urine.
Bozza hopes that his discoveries will lead to better methods
for molecular detection and will reveal how genetically
defined neural circuits contribute to behavior in the
mammalian brain. His work has been supported by the
National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication
Disorders, the Whitehall Foundation,
the Brain Research Foundation,
and the Howard Hughes
Medical Institute Janelia
Farm Research Campus.
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Jian Cao

McCormick School of Engineering
and Applied Science
Unleash Design Creativity through Innovative
Manufacturing Processes
“How can we make it in a way that no others could?” is
a question frequently raised in the research group led
by associate vice president for research Jian Cao,
mechanical engineering.

Photo by Andrew Campbell.

Cao’s group has developed double-sided incremental
forming (DSIF), a new manufacturing system for smallvolume, on-demand production. A sheet blank is clamped
around its edges and gradually deformed by two strategically
aligned stylus-type tools that follow programmed toolpaths.
The two tools, one on each side of the sheet blank, can form
parts with both concave and convex shapes as well as detailed
features through an accumulation of local deformation.
DSIF eliminates the need for geometric-specific tooling,
which can easily cost millions of dollars and requires a
special environment for storage. The process also boasts a
significant increase in forming limit and therefore has the
potential for lightening weight and reducing scrap material.
Because of these advantages, DSIF is a promising process
for low-volume, flexible, and rapid prototyping and production
of thin sheet parts. It can be used for prototyping and
customization in the automotive and appliance industries;
providing regular production and on-site repair for civilian
and military aircraft components; and possible applications
in biomedical and point-of-need products. Cao’s group
is working on creating an autonomous system from design
to fabrication based on a solid understanding of a material’s
deformation mechanism.
The cycle time from a computer-aided-design model to
a finished sheet product can be reduced by DSIF to several
days, compared with 8 to 25 weeks using current processes.
With this short design-to-fabrication cycle plus its increased
formability, DSIF is expected to unleash design creativity
and move the technology closer to consumers and designers,
just as 3-D printers have done for bulk (but not sheet) materials.
Cao’s work on DSIF has been supported by the National
Science Foundation and the Department of Energy with
the Ford Motor Company and the Boeing Company
as industrial collaborators.
A container formed by DSIF technology
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Deborah Cohen

Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences
What Did Families in the Past Keep Secret—
and Why?
In an Edinburgh town house, a genteel maiden frets with
her brother over their niece’s downy upper lip. Would the
darkening shadow betray the girl’s Eurasian heritage? On
a Liverpool railway platform, a heartbroken mother hands
over her eight-year-old illegitimate son for adoption. She
had carefully dressed him that morning in a sailor suit and
cap. At a bank vault in the Cotswolds, a vicar locks away
a diary—sewed up in calico, wrapped in parchment—that
chronicles his sexual longings for other men.

closed doors with the more visible
turning points of protest movements
and new laws.
Family Secrets makes a startling argument: secrets laid the
cornerstone for legitimate claims to privacy. No one today
wants to believe that the right to privacy depends on keeping
secrets; privacy is exalted, while secrecy is scorned. And yet
for the Victorians, secrecy and privacy were fundamentally
intertwined. Between prying neighbors and a legal system
that insisted on transparency, privacy necessarily hinged on
keeping secrets. Well into the 20th century, secrets forged
the bonds of familial trust. How secrets have served as the
unlikely bulwark of privacy—and how secrecy and privacy
eventually diverged—is the history that Family Secrets
recounts. Three British newspapers—the Sunday Times,
the Spectator, and the Times Literary Supplement—have
named it one of the year’s best books.

Photo used courtesy of Deborah Cohen.

Delving into the dynamics of shame and guilt, Deborah
Cohen, history, has written a new book (published this year
by Penguin and Oxford University Press) that investigates
the part played by families—so often regarded as the agents
of repression—in transforming social mores from the
Victorian era to the present. Family Secrets tells the intimate
history of why these social attitudes changed. Drawing
on years of research in previously sealed records, Cohen
juxtaposes scores of encounters that took place behind

“Nuclear Family, No Thanks!”
badge (a play on the antinuclear
slogan “Nuclear Power, No
Thanks!”), late 1970s

Inset: Margaret Bruce (as painted by Henry Raeburn), who arrived in England as a motherless, mixed-race five-year-old—and without a name.
She would become one of 19th-century Scotland’s richest women. Photo: National Trust for Scotland Right: Deborah Cohen.
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Itai Gurvich

Kellogg School of Management

Jan Van Mieghem

Kellogg School of Management
Identifying the Bottlenecks
in Collaborations
Motivated by the trend toward more
collaboration in workflows, Itai Gurvich
and Jan Van Mieghem, both operations
professors in the Managerial Economics
and Decision Sciences department, are
studying service and manufacturing
processes where some tasks require the
simultaneous contribution of multiple
multitasking human resources. Consider,
for example, an emergency room where
physicians and nurses perform multiple
tasks, some requiring the simultaneous
presence of both. Gurvich and Van Mieghem
study how collaboration requirements affect
the process capacity (in the preceding
example, this corresponds to the number
of patients that can be treated per hour).
The standard procedure to identify process
capacity considers resources in isolation
to identify the “slowest resource,” called
the bottleneck resource. Collaboration
introduces resource synchronization
requirements that are overlooked by
this bottleneck logic and may increase
staffing requirements.
Gurvich and Van Mieghem found that
the gap between the process capacity
and the bottleneck capacity depends on
how resources are assigned to tasks—the
collaboration architecture. They identified
a special class of “nested” collaboration
architectures for which synchronization
requirements do not reduce capacity relative
to the bottleneck-based predictions. Their
results have significant implications for
staffing and cross-training in organizations
with collaborative work.

Left: Itai Gurvich. Right: Jan Van Mieghem.
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Michael Horn

School of Education and Social Policy
Memorable Interactive Experiences
New technologies are radically transforming how we
work, play, communicate, and learn. Tangible computing
is a new branch of human-computer interaction research
that intentionally blurs the lines between the physical and
digital worlds in an attempt to create unique and memorable
interactive experiences. The research conducted by Michael
Horn, computer science and learning sciences, explores
the use of tangible computing to create unique learning
experiences for places like museums, schools, homes,
and the spaces in between.

Horn has also been working on research funded by the
National Science Foundation to create museum exhibits
on evolution and biodiversity. These exhibits use multitouch
tabletop technology to allow groups of visitors to explore
interactive visualizations of the tree of life. “For the first
time, we’re enabling visitors to explore the entire tree of
life in one interactive exhibit,” says Horn. “You can take
an awe-inspiring journey from the very earliest organisms
that appeared on earth some 3.5 billion years ago to the
remarkable diversity of species that we see today.” This work
can be seen at Chicago’s Field Museum, the California
Academy of Sciences, the Harvard Museum of Natural
History, and the University of Nebraska State Museum.

Photo by Andrew Campbell.

As an example, Horn has created a concept for what he
calls a “computational literacy stickerbook”—a children’s
storybook that includes sticker activities as part of the
storyline. When the stickers are placed on the book’s pages,
they form simple computer programs that control a digital
version of the story’s main character as animated on a
smartphone or a tablet computer screen by means of
computer vision technology. The purpose of this work is
to provide an engaging context for parents and children
to engage in early computational literacy activities.

Horn has created a concept for what he calls a Computational
Literacy Stickerbook. This is a children’s storybook that includes
sticker activities as part of the storyline. When the stickers are
placed on the pages of the book (left), they form simple computer
programs that control a digital version of the story’s main character
animated on the screen of a smartphone or a tablet computer (right)
by means of computer vision technology. The purpose of this work
is to provide an engaging context for parents and children to engage
in early computational literacy activities.

Horn has also developed an exhibit on computer programming
that will open to the public at the Computer History Museum
in Silicon Valley in the coming year.
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Photo by Steven E. Gross.

Left: Omar Farha. Right: Joseph Hupp.

Joseph Hupp

Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences

Omar Farha

Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences
New Materials Lead to New Science, and
New Science Leads to New Technology
This is the mantra of the research team led by Joseph Hupp
and Omar Farha, both chemistry. The advanced materials
designed and experimentally explored by their team are
ultraporous self-assembling materials comprising pores of
molecular dimensions. The combination of pores and
lightweight building blocks (organic chemical linkers and
transition-metal-ion nodes) has yielded hundreds of new
functional materials in the team’s labs.
Among these materials’ functions are light harvesting and
long-range energy transfer, catalysis of energy-technologyrelevant reactions such as water splitting, and capture and
rapid destruction of chemical warfare agents (simulants
of G-type nerve agents, i.e., agents like those implicated
in the ongoing civil war in Syria). As one might guess
from this brief list, a theme of Hupp’s and Farha’s research
is to develop materials for energy technology and for
protection of humans from both designed and
improvised chemical threats.
Much of the team’s current work is focused on materials
for rapid, reversible storage of gases that can serve as vehicle
fuels—for example, methane and hydrogen. The former has
come to the forefront because of North America’s boom
in natural gas production.
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Molecular-level structure of a single unit cell of the ultraporous
framework material NU-100, with cartoon representations of
reversibly stored gas molecules (orange spheres).

If natural gas were widely adopted for private vehicle use,
it would bring with it a fuel-delivery infrastructure that
could eventually be adopted for the ultimate pollution-free
fuel, molecular hydrogen. A major challenge in using either
natural gas or molecular hydrogen as a vehicle fuel is
storage. Even at high pressure, gases occupy much more
space than liquids. This limits vehicle fuel capacity and
driving range. An equalizer would be a material that could
behave as a sponge for gas molecules by offering vast
numbers of pores of the right dimensions.
With this challenge in mind, and with complementary
computational characterization by Randall Snurr, chemical
and biological engineering, and his students, the Hupp-Farha
team has designed and experimentally tested materials
offering record-high internal surface areas (7 square
kilometers per kilogram), record high capacities for
cryogenic storage of H2, and exceptional capacities
for methane.

Tonja Jacobi
School of Law

Testing Predictions of Judicial Behavior
Tonja Jacobi, law instruction, specializes in judicial behavior
and strategy in public law. Using a combination of social
science and traditional legal methodologies—including
doctrinal, empirical, and formal analysis—she examines
how judges respond to institutional constraints. These
constraints include: the separation of powers, such as
the advice and consent nomination process; hierarchical
judicial review; coalition formation; and judicial role
limitations (such as how judges might address an issue they
are interested in if the parties have not argued that question
before the court). Overwhelmingly, her work shows that
judges behave strategically, attempting to minimize
the effect of those constraints and maximize their
own influence in shaping doctrine and achieving
their preferred case outcomes.

Her work also addresses the related question of how judges
attempt to shape the behavior of other parties before the
court. This is particularly apt in the field of constitutional
criminal procedure, where the Supreme Court explicitly
seeks to shape police and criminal incentives. Yet Jacobi
shows that many doctrines in this area create perverse
incentives, often protecting the guilty and failing to protect
the innocent. This raises a normative doctrinal implication:
applying similar strategic analysis to court doctrine shows
where legal reform would be most effective.

Photo by Jasmin Shah.

Most scholarship is devoted to disagreements about what
judges care about—are they ideological or rule-bound, do
they value collegiality or do they just care about minimizing
their own workload? But Jacobi takes a different approach,

considering the competing assumptions people make about
what judges care about, mapping out all the implications
of those assumptions, and then asking whether the evidence
really fits the predictions. How would law-focused judges’
decisions compare with those of outcome-oriented judges?
Which prediction best fits how judges actually behave?
Jacobi’s work consistently shows that judges value multiple
factors—methodological, political, institutional—and
pursue those goals strategically.
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Aggelos Katsaggelos

McCormick School of Engineering
and Applied Science
An Abundance of Applications
for Signal Sparsity
In the Image and Video Processing Laboratory Aggelos
Katsaggelos, electrical engineering and computer science,
and his team conduct research at the intersection
of multimedia signal processing, networking and
communications, computer vision, and machine learning.
They have investigated, for example, signal recovery,
multimedia compression and transmission, and a number
of other fundamental topics.
A central theme in their recent investigations is the notion of
signal sparsity. A signal is sparse either in its native domain
or in a transformed domain. For example, an image of the
stars is sparse because only a few of its pixels have nonzero
values. Similarly, an image of a natural scene can be represented
very accurately by only a few nonzero wavelet coefficients.
Katsaggelos and his team have deployed this simple concept
of sparsity to develop solutions to important problems in
signal processing and machine learning. For example,
supported by the Department of Energy and in collaboration
with the Argonne National Laboratory, the team has

developed cutting-edge technology to acquire passive
millimeter-wave images with a portable single-pixel camera.
Passive-imaging technology provides superior-quality
information about ground-based targets under all weather
conditions, whereas traditional optical systems (e.g., visible
and infrared) require clear atmospheric conditions for
reliable operation. The technology has great potential impact
because of its many applications, such as remote sensing
of the earth’s resources, landing aircraft in optically obscure
weather, and security-point inspection for concealed weapons.
In another application, sparse technology has been used
to fuse EEG and fMRI signals in order to accurately
determine brain activity when a specific task is performed.
This not only allows for a better understanding of the highly
complex architecture of the human brain, but also helps
in diagnosis and prognosis of mental conditions and
disorders via the application of machine learning tools
and techniques. Further sparsity applications that the lab
has explored include video surveillance, recommender
systems (information filtering systems used to predict the
“rating” or “preference” that users would give to an item),
and detection of abnormalities in computer networks.

Scrambled Face Condition

In the image above, a result of recent work conducted by Katsaggelos’s team, EEG and fMRI signals are fused to localize the sparse neuronal
activation highlighted in warm colors, demonstrating the regions involved in visual perception.
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Photo by Sally Ryan.

Face Condition

Neil L. Kelleher

Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences,
Feinberg School of Medicine, Lurie
Cancer Center, and Chemistry of Life
Processes Institute
Exploring the Cell’s Molecular Inventory

With Jonathan Licht (see page 37), Kelleher and his team
have been studying the linkage between histone methylation
and certain leukemias. Recently the team discovered and
characterized a unique gain-of-function mutation in the
histone lysine methyl transferase MMSET/NSD2.
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Finding proteins to improve organ transplantation. Example histology
of a healthy biopsy done one year after kidney transplantation
(top left), and a similarimage from a patient suffering acute cellular
rejection of their transplant (top right). The graph shows the output
of a 40-patient study using Northwestern’s world-leading technology
for finding protein markers of acute kidney rejection.

Researchers in Northwestern’s growing Proteomics Center
of Excellence, which will expand to the Chicago campus
in 2014, are currently pursuing dozens of collaborations,
including the discovery and validation of protein-based
biomarkers in organ transplantation and cancers of the blood.
Photo by Andrew Campbell.

Neil Kelleher, a member of four different campus units,
and his research group have dedicated themselves to this
vision for a decade. Together with the Proteomics Center
of Excellence, which he directs, they are developing new
methods to transform molecular diagnostics. Using
top-down proteomics, they are collaborating with the
Northwestern University Comprehensive Transplant
Center, led by Michael M. Abecassis, to better understand
the biochemical processes behind organ rejection so that
effective therapies can be developed to prevent rejection
and other complications for transplant patients (see Figure).

Healthy Transplant
(20 patients)

-log10 FDR

Using high resolution mass spectrometry to study
proteomics (the structures and functions of proteins)
and metabolomics (the unique chemical fingerprints that
specific cellular processes leave behind) allows unique and
unfettered access to a cell’s molecular inventory. As we
accelerate into the new world of 21st-century molecular
medicine, the ability to precisely characterize a cell’s
contents and environment will frame the next generation
of medical discoveries.
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Factors associated with wrongful conviction in DNA exoneration cases, based on data provided by the Innocence Project, Cardozo School of Law.
Percentages exceed 100 percent because more than one factor was found in many cases. Green bars indicate factors related to forensic science.

Jonathan J. Koehler
School of Law

What You Don’t Learn on CSI
People everywhere are obsessed with forensic science. Last
year CSI was named the most watched television program
in the entire world—for the fifth time. Shows like this have
persuaded many people that forensic scientists can link
any crime scene evidence to its one and only source. But
is this true? Can a ballistics expert really know that this
bullet was fired from that gun? Can a fingerprint expert
really know that a print recovered from a knife handle
was made by a suspect’s index finger, to the exclusion of
all other fingers of people in the world? Although such
“individualization” testimony is common on television and
in actual courtrooms, researchers have begun to question
the scientific basis and wisdom of such claims.
Jonathan (“Jay”) Koehler, law instruction, and coauthor
Michael Saks of Arizona State University have argued that
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there is no scientific basis for individualization claims. But
how can this be? Haven’t scientists proven, for example, that
all fingerprints are unique? They have not. And it’s not even
clear that it would be possible to collect sufficient data to
prove this claim even if it were true. But more importantly,
we know little about the accuracy rates of forensic scientists.
How often does a forensic scientist declare a match between
two prints or markings that were actually made by different
people or objects? Unfortunately, data needed to estimate
those false-positive error rates are surprisingly sparse. As
the graph above shows, in a subset of DNA exoneration cases
(i.e., cases in which people were initially convicted of crimes
but later exonerated by DNA evidence), nearly two-thirds
involved forensic science testing errors. You won’t learn
that on CSI.

Harold Kung

McCormick School of Engineering
and Applied Science
The New Generation of Battery Materials
Batteries have become an integral part of our daily
life. We use them in smart phones, laptop computers, power
tools, and toys, and increasingly as a primary energy source
in automobiles. As a supply of stored energy, batteries are
convenient to use and clean, and are relatively safe. Yet we
can use most batteries only once, and their disposal causes
environmental problems if not done carefully. Because
rechargeable batteries can be reused many times, they are
more environmentally friendly and a more efficient use of
natural resources. For many heavily used devices, such as
smart phones and laptop computers, they are also more
economical. But their limited energy-storing capacity and
slow recharging rate make them less than ideal. In addition,
their increased popularity has heightened concern over their
safety, particularly regarding battery fire.

Harold Kung, Walter P. Murphy Professor of Chemical and
Biological Engineering, and his group have been tackling
these limitations by investigating composite materials that
would allow electrode components to retain their structural
integrity despite long-term usage. Their work has focused
on using graphene—the most mechanically strong,
electrically conducting, high-surface-area graphite
material—as the composite matrix. By embedding silicon
nanoparticles in a graphene matrix engineered for fast ion
transport, they were able to generate an anode material
that has up to 10 times higher specific charge capacity
than graphite and can be fully charged 10 times faster.
Their invention has captured the interest of entrepreneurs,
and a start-up company, SiNode, has licensed the technology
for development.

Photo by Sally Ryan.

These problems can be mitigated with a new generation
of battery materials. For example, energy-storing capacity
can be increased up to three times by using silicon for the
anode instead of the graphite used in current Lithium ion
batteries (the most advanced commercial rechargeable
batteries to date) and lithium sulfide instead of mixed metal
oxides for the cathode. Even these materials, however, suffer
rapid degradation with usage, so that the battery loses most
of its energy-storing capability after a few tens or hundreds
of cycles.

Currently Kung’s group is developing a graphene-lithium
sulfide composite material for the cathode as well as a
membrane (to prevent direct contact of the anode and
cathode) that could reversibly self-regulate the ion transport
between the electrodes as temperature rises. The latter could
help avert battery fire by preventing a battery from
overheating without destroying it.
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Charles R. Larson

School of Communication
Reflexively Controlling Your Voice
For most of his academic and research career, Chuck Larson,
communication sciences and disorders, has studied how
the brain controls the voice. He recently developed a new
technique to study human voice control, one that is similar
to techniques used for decades to study the limbs. Those
techniques rely on the fact that our brain monitors sensory
feedback from our limbs as we make movements and uses
that feedback to guide our limbs or fingers.

Following up on their discovery and characterizing
the features of this reflex, they are now using EEG and
fMRI methods to understand how the brain accomplishes
it. They also are applying this technique to understand how
neurological disorders such as Parkinson’s disease lead to
poor voice control.

Photo by Andrew Campbell.

Larson adopted this basic paradigm and applied it to the
vocal mechanism. During vocalization, we attempt to hold
a steady pitch or to change it in a certain way, as in speech
or singing. The brain does this by monitoring voice auditory
feedback. For example, if a choir singer hears that his vocal
pitch does not match that of other singers or instruments,
he changes the pitch to achieve a match.

To study how the brain accomplishes this type of correction,
Larson developed the technique of recording a person’s
voice, manipulating the pitch electronically, and feeding
it back to the speaker over headphones in real time. To the
speaker this sounds as if she unintentionally changed her
vocal pitch, and she corrects for this “error” by changing
the voice pitch back to what she intended. Larson and his
colleagues found that this process occurs automatically;
they call it the pitch-shift reflex.
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Jonathan D. Licht

Feinberg School of Medicine
How the Cell’s Epigenetic Software
Becomes Corrupted in Cancer

While each cell of the body has a complete set of genes or
instructions, any particular cell uses only a small fraction
of these genes. The cell’s ability to selectively interpret
genetic information is linked to a series of chemical
modifications to DNA, and specifically to histones, a set
of DNA-coating proteins. DNA bound with histones is
known as chromatin; chemical changes in chromatin are
termed epigenetics because they do not involve a change
in the underlying DNA sequence.

Photo used courtesy of School of Medicine.

Jonathan Licht, chief of the division of hematology/oncology,
studies the field of epigenetics. Genetics is the study of how
genes—DNA segments in each cell’s nucleus—control an
organism’s function and appearance; the cell’s DNA can be
considered a “hard drive,” full of instructions on how a cell
and an organism should grow, develop, reproduce, and even
die. Epigenetics, by analogy, is the cell’s “software,” releasing
the information from the DNA in a controlled manner.

set, “reader” proteins, bind to histones and play critical roles
in turning a gene on or off.

In elucidating an epigenetic code, scientists have found
that a particular set of chemical modifications of chromatin
determines whether a gene is switched on or off. These
chemical modifications are “written” by one set of proteins
in the cell; they can be removed by “eraser” proteins. A third

Licht studies abnormal forms of chromatin “writers” in
blood cancers. In collaboration with Neil Kelleher (see p. 33),
Licht found that mutation of MMSET, a chromatin writer
characteristic of the blood malignancy multiple myeloma,
leads to profound changes in chromatin’s chemical nature.
These chemical changes break the usual chromatin code,
giving the cell a new set of abnormal instructions that cause
relentless growth. Licht’s lab is systematically identifying the
genes deregulated by mutant MMSET and detailing how this
causes cancer. With Milan Mrksich from the McCormick
School, Licht is identifying inhibitors of MMSET that could
represent new therapies for a wide range of cancers.
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Eric Masanet

McCormick School of Engineering
and Applied Science
Carbon Calculator
Under California’s cap-and-trade program—the most
expansive of its kind in the country—state regulators place
a cap on the amount of carbon that oil refineries, power
plants, and large factories may emit per unit of production.
The cap decreases over time to rein in emissions. Companies
that exceed the legal limit face a choice: clean up, or buy
extra allowances from companies that have some to spare.
“Assigning emissions is an especially complex problem in
the manufacturing sector, where one facility can produce
a lot of different products,” says Eric Masanet, mechanical
engineering and chemical and biological engineering.
“To distribute carbon allowances fairly across an industry,
we need to account for these differences in product
outputs within an industry, as well as differences in
their production processes.”

Masanet is focusing on California’s food processing
industries, which include Morningstar, Frito-Lay, Gallo,
and other large companies with massive operations
that are complicated to analyze. In the tomato
processing industry, for instance, numerous
products, from ketchup to diced tomatoes to sauce,
are made from one raw commodity. Any formula
that regulators use to assign carbon allowances
must take all the products into account.
Driving change is the goal of all Masanet’s work.
He often employs life-cycle analysis to study the
environmental impacts of the entire life cycle of
a product, from manufacturing to consumption
to disposal. By quantifying the energy usage,
emissions, and environmental effects of current
and potential technologies and behaviors,
life-cycle analysis informs smarter
manufacturing processes and policies.
—By Sarah Ostman, McCormick Magazine, Spring 2013
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Photo by C. Jason Brown.

For the past year Masanet, Northwestern postdoctoral
researcher Mike Walker, and partners from the University
of California, Berkeley, and the Dutch consulting firm
Ecofys have been designing mathematical approaches
to help the California Air Resources Board—the regulatory
agency overseeing cap-and-trade—make credible,
mathematically sound decisions about carbon allowances
across California’s many industrial plants.
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Under California’s 'cap-and-trade' program, state regulators place a cap on the
amount of carbon emission per unit of production.

Photo by Andrew Campbell.

Andrew Mazar

Chemistry of Life Processes Institute
Accelerating the Development
of Basic Research into New Drugs

backbones for the treatment of eye diseases such as
age-related macular degeneration.

Many basic researchers at Northwestern hope to see their
discoveries become new therapeutic agents for a variety
of diseases but do not know the process. Andrew Mazar
and Thomas P. O’Halloran created the Center for
Developmental Therapeutics (CDT) and its associated
Developmental Therapeutics Core within the Chemistry
of Life Processes Institute specifically to mentor and
collaborate with faculty interested in discovering and
developing new drugs. Mazar serves as CDT director.

Currently CDT is collaborating on approximately 40 new
therapeutics projects with various Northwestern faculty;
these often involve other Chemistry of Life Processes
Institute and University centers and cores, including the
Center for Molecular Innovation and Drug Discovery,
the Center for Advanced Molecular Imaging, the Clinical
Pharmacology Core, and the Northwestern Medicine
Developmental Therapeutics Institute. This network of
centers and cores provides Northwestern faculty with the
entire spectrum of expertise needed to take a drug vertically
from a basic idea all the way through phase II proof-ofconcept clinical trials entirely within Northwestern.

In addition, CDT scientists have initiated three projects:
a platform of monoclonal antibodies that target the
urokinase plasminogen activator system to treat cancer,
delivering various cytotoxic payloads (such as nanobinformulated chemotherapy) to tumors; a collaboration with
medicinal chemists at the University of Illinois–Chicago
to develop small-molecule kinase inhibitors that target
GSK-3 and several other kinases for the treatment of
cancer and inflammatory diseases; and a platform of
novel antiangiogenic peptides conjugated to nanoparticle

CDT is in the process of submitting Northwestern’s first
investigational new drug application for a home-grown
drug—8-Cl-Adenosine—in collaboration with Steven Rosen
and Nancy Krett of the Robert H. Lurie Comprehensive
Cancer Center. Northwestern is one of the few US
universities with the capability to pursue this type of
vertically integrated drug discovery and development.
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James E. Pfander
School of Law

Article III and the Role of the Supreme Court
Although the Supreme Court operates as the head of the
third branch of the US government, its place atop the
federal judiciary has been a matter of dispute throughout
the nation’s history. Just in the past 50 years, bills were
proposed to exclude the top court from such issues as
loyalty oaths, school prayer, school desegregation, and
abortion. More recently President George W. Bush
attempted to place the detention of alleged enemy
combatants at Guantanamo Bay beyond the reach of
the federal judiciary.
Though jarring, these challenges to the court’s role enjoy
surprisingly strong support in the text of Article III,
the judicial article of the Constitution. Article III confers
appellate jurisdiction on the Supreme Court, subject to
congressional exceptions and regulations. The conventional
view of scholars in the field of federal jurisdiction holds
that the exceptions clause invites Congress to curtail the
court’s power.
The Article III research of James Pfander, law instruction,
upends this much-debated and widely held conventional

wisdom. In a series of articles culminating in his book
One Supreme Court (Oxford University Press, 2009), Pfander
argues on the basis of constitutional text, structure, and
history that the court’s supremacy entails a power to oversee
all inferior courts and tribunals and immunizes it from the
baldest jurisdiction-stripping measures. While Congress can
qualify the Supreme Court’s as-of-right appellate
jurisdiction, it has no power to undercut the court’s
supremacy by foreclosing discretionary review altogether.
Pfander’s most recent article in this vein, published in the
Harvard Law Review, shows that, unlike the English court
system, the Scottish judiciary followed the same hierarchical
structure that the framers incorporated into Article III.
Defined as supreme in the laws that created Great Britain in
1707, the 18th-century Scottish Court of Session relied on its
supremacy in overseeing inferior courts in the wake of
legislative restrictions on its appellate jurisdiction. The
Scottish practice provides important support for the claim
that supervisory oversight was understood at the time of
Article III’s framing to survive statutory restrictions on a
supreme court’s appellate jurisdiction.

Photo used courtesy of School of Law.
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Heather W. Pinkett

Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences
The Mechanics of Multi-Drug Resistance
Cells that become resistant to a single drug can eventually
develop a cross-resistance to multiple drugs—a phenomenon
known as multi-drug resistance (MDR). While this
phenomenon is becoming increasingly common, we still
do not fully understand how cells become resistant to
pesticides, antibiotics, or chemotherapeutic drugs.
When cancer patients who are undergoing chemotherapy
develop MDR, transporters in targeted tumor cells act
as efflux pumps, pumping the drugs out of the cells and
dramatically decreasing intracellular drug concentrations.
Expulsion of cytotoxins means that tumor cells are never
completely eradicated. This resistance mechanism is not
exclusive to humans; there is a growing number of MDR
pathogenic bacteria. What these organisms have in common
are ABC transporters—pumps that transport substrates
across membranes.
To understand the molecular basis of substrate transport,
Heather Pinkett, molecular biosciences, and members of
her lab study the structure and function of ABC transporters,
which use the energy of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) to
shuttle a vast array of substrates across cellular membranes.
The lab has focused on bacterial transporters that control
the passage of nutrients into the cell. Using X-ray
crystallography, researchers take “snapshots”—highresolution three-dimensional pictures—of the transport
system to identify residues involved in substrate recognition.
Studies in the lab have revealed how the helices in the
transmembrane domains reposition themselves to allow
a small compound to pass through. This work indicates a
novel gating mechanism for nutrient uptake in bacteria.

Image of the molybdate ABC importer MolBC and binding protein MolA.
In the proposed mechanism, the binding protein delivers substrate to
MolBC for subsequent transport into the cytoplasm. This work has
promising implications for understanding how bacterium selectively
transports small molecules into cells. Image by Justin Muir at the
Center for Advanced Molecular Imaging (CAMI), Northwestern University.

Based on these studies, the Pinkett lab identified for the
first time the existence of high- and low-affinity ABC
transporters for the same substrate in a single organism.
The results took the research in a different direction: how
do organisms use two transport systems to regulate nutrient
influx of the same substrate? One possible answer is that
cells express high- and low-affinity transport systems
to maintain a nutrient homeostasis or balance based
on changes in the external environment. This exciting
discovery raises new questions about structural and
mechanistic differences within the ABC superfamily.
This work is currently supported by the National Science
Foundation and the Pew Charitable Trusts.
Photo by Steven E. Gross.
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Anne Marie Piper

School of Communication
New Interfaces for Social Interaction
Pushing the boundaries of human-computer interaction,
natural user interfaces advance our ability to interact
with computer systems through touch, written, spoken,
and whole-body input. In contrast to using a mouse and
keyboard, natural user interfaces present new opportunities
to enhance communication and social interaction for people
with disabilities.
Consider a centenarian who has never used a computer
and who is becoming socially withdrawn because of physical
and cognitive impairments. In a recent project, Anne Marie
Piper, communication studies and electrical engineering
and computer science, and her collaborators examined
how interactive audio-enhanced paper photos, enabled by
digital pen technology, support family communication and
reminiscence for a 105-year-old and her social network.
Instead of viewing family photos on a traditional computer
or tablet, which may be too complex for some older adults,
seniors may access audio narrations recorded by family
members simply by tapping a digital pen on paper photos.
Data from a five-month field deployment suggest that such
hybrid technologies are not only easy for seniors to use
but also positively affect multiple dimensions of health
and wellness.

To help improve a socially withdrawn woman’s interaction with her
family and care staff, Piper designed an audio-enhanced interactive photo album. Having the album helped spark conversation and
memories from the past.
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Researchers in the Inclusive Technology Lab, directed
by Piper, follow a human-centered approach to design,
a strategy that requires close partnership with community
members in therapy clinics, schools, and senior care
facilities. Other recent prototypes created by this research
group include cooperative tabletop computer games to teach
social skills to children with autism, digital pen and paper
communication aids for people recovering from stoke, and
large touch-screens that use speech recognition to transcribe
a doctor’s speech for deaf patients. Currently the group
is designing new forms of social media to connect digitally
isolated seniors with their online social support networks
and to enable blind people to engage in social image sharing
using haptic (tactile feedback) technology. By adapting and
designing novel computer interfaces to suit the needs of
those with disabilities, Piper’s lab is ushering in the next
generation of communication technologies that increase
information access and social connectedness for people of
all ages and abilities.

Kalyan Raman

Fluid Input

Medill School of Journalism, Media,
Integrated Marketing Communications
Feinberg School of Medicine
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An Automated Nonlinear Regulator for
Controlling Intracranial Pressure
The human brain is bathed in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)
to protect it from shocks and injuries, and CSF circulation
is central to healthy brain function. Disturbances in the
skull’s internal fluid environment can cause complications
such as hydrocephalus, a neurological disorder that results
when insufficient CSF drainage causes excessive intracranial
pressure (ICP); this can lead to excessive retention or
production of CSF in the brain—a fatal condition until the
shunt was invented. Furthermore, control and regulation
of ICP is critical not just for hydrocephalus but also for
brain trauma, brain injury, brain tumors, and spina bifida,
among other disorders.
Hydrocephalus is treated by implanting a shunt to reduce
ICP by draining excess CSF from the brain to another part
of the body, such as the peritoneum or heart. Current shunts
are connected to all-or-none valves that induce CSF drainage
at a high rate when open and shut off drainage completely
when closed. These on-off shunts function like simple on-off

Regulator

Fluid Output

Conceptual drawing of an ICP Controller.

switches, lacking the capability of controlled CSF drainage
to continuously regulate a patient’s ICP and thus keep it at
an optimal level over time. Continuous regulation reduces
erratic ICP fluctuations, which in turn reduces the risk
of dangerously high ICP spikes.
Kalyan Raman, integrated marketing communications
and psychiatry and behavioral sciences, has developed a
mathematical algorithm for a nonlinear regulator to
keep ICP at any clinically desired level over time. The
regulator does this by measuring the actual ICP at a
given time, comparing the actual ICP with a desired ICP,
and using a feedback loop to control drainage in response
to the difference.

Photo used courtesy of Kalyan Raman.
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Emily Rogalski

Feinberg School of Medicine
An Integrated Approach to Treating
Younger-Onset Dementia
Dementia has traditionally been thought of as a disorder
of old age that is caused by Alzheimer’s disease. We now
know that dementia occuring at younger ages, as early
as in the 40s and 50s, is not always caused by Alzheimer's.
In addition, individuals with dementia do not always present
with memory loss; instead, individuals may experience
progressive loss of language or changes in personality.
Emily Rogalski, a neuroscientist at the Cognitive Neurology
and Alzheimer’s Disease Center, and her colleagues employ
multidisciplinary approaches to improve the diagnostic
process, identify behavioral therapies, and define the stages
of disease for younger-onset dementias. Last year Rogalski
and her colleagues designed and published the Northwestern
University Famous Faces test to be used with individuals
younger than 65. Although several previously published
tests assess knowledge of famous faces, none were designed
recently, so they include images that may be unfamiliar
to younger individuals. Rogalski and colleagues showed

that their new test was useful in assessing symptoms
of primary progressive aphasia (PPA), a type of dementia,
and also in identifying brain regions associated with
naming and recognizing faces.
Her laboratory is currently collaborating with the Center
for Behavioral Intervention Technologies to offer web-based
speech therapy for PPA patients. Speech therapy may benefit
these patients’ quality of life, but unfortunately few speech
therapists are comfortable working with dementia patients,
which limits options for accessing care. This project aims to
identify the most effective therapy methods and to improve
access to care by providing web-based video speech therapy
sessions to patients no matter where they live.
Rogalski’s group has also been using new in vivo amyloid
PET imaging biomarker technology to determine if it is
useful for identifying individuals with Alzheimer's disease.
Results from this study may be used to guide diagnosis and
treatment recommendations for patients and families.

A. Brain areas important for
recognizing famous faces
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Photos used courtesy of School of Medicine.

B. Brain areas important for
naming famous faces

Photo by Steven E. Gross.

Left: Shalini Shankar. Right: Production work at an Asian American advertising agency, New York City, 2009. Photo by Shalini Shankar.

Shalini Shankar

Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences
Race and Ethnicity in Media and Life
How does language usage shape meanings of race and
ethnicity in media as well as in everyday life? Linguistic
and sociocultural anthropologist Shalini Shankar,
anthropology and Asian American Studies, has conducted
ethnographic research in California, New Jersey, and New
York that focuses on language use, youth, media, and racial
and ethnic formation.
Her first book, Desi Land: Teen Culture, Class, and Success in
Silicon Valley (Duke University Press, 2008), discusses how
meanings of success are shaped by everyday linguistic and
cultural practices as well as longer-term youth aspirations.
Funded by the Social Science Research Council and the
Spencer Foundation for Research Related to Education, it
analyzes how Desi (South Asian American) teens of different
socioeconomic backgrounds are able to succeed differently
in Silicon Valley schools and economies and how such
variance affects meanings of race, class, and community.
Her second book, Advertising Diversity: Producing Ethnicity
and Language in Commercial Media (Duke University Press,
forthcoming), examines racial and ethnic representation in
American advertising. Funded by the National Science

Foundation and based on ethnographic fieldwork in
advertising agencies, it analyzes how the US census’s
“Asian American” category primarily highlights new
immigrants of Chinese, Korean, Vietnamese, Filipino,
and Asian Indian descent. Asian American advertising
executives use specialized cultural signs and language
elements to appeal to individual Asian ethnic groups;
in general-market advertising, meanings of “diversity”
are shifting to produce what some call “the new mainstream.”
Shankar investigates media depictions of English dominance
vis-à-vis spelling bees in her current project, “The Business
of Spelling: Branded Bees, Neoliberal Socialization, and
Racialized Stereotypes,” funded by the National Science
Foundation and the Wenner-Gren Foundation. While
spelling bees were once merely a grammar school exercise,
the National Spelling Bee is now a mass-media, sport-like
spectacle, broadcast by cable sports giant ESPN. Focusing on
spelling bee production and broadcasting as well as on the
spellers, the project examines how South Asian American
youth acquire skills to excel at spelling bees, how they learn
to perform on camera, and what this franchise can tell us
about the continued importance of English as a language
of global prestige.
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Kristin R. Swanson

Day 0

Day 14

Feinberg School of Medicine
McCormick School of Engineering
and Applied Science
Patient-specific Tumor Forecasts
When a hurricane is forming, eyes are glued to the storm
prediction maps on the evening news. What few may realize
is that the methods underlying these computer-based storm
predictions are also applicable to cancer. Kristin Swanson
in the departments of neurological surgery and engineering
sciences and applied mathematics, is part of a new breed
of “mathematical oncologists” focusing on merging
mathematical and computational methods with biological
understandings of cancer. Her lab uses mathematics and
computation to generate patient-specific “storm” predictions
for brain tumors. Like storms, each tumor is unique, and
the current clinical paradigm of a one-size-fits-all treatment
approach does not benefit all patients equally. The Swanson
lab focuses on using these storm-prediction methods
to help oncologists personalize treatment for each
devastating tumor.

Patient-specific forecast of tumor evolution over time paired with the
actual patient images currently used by physicians to track the tumor.
Swanson's team is working to ensure that physicians will have access
to the tumor forecasts to decide the best treatments for each patient.

Recently, Swanson’s team discovered that their growth
forecasts provide a benchmark to determine “how far the
treatment sent the tumor off its storm track.” This provides
physicians with a way of rapidly identifying how well a
tumor is responding to a particular therapy. And most
importantly, these response measures predicted how well
patients will do in terms of survival, unlike other measures
being used in the clinic now. The approach allows for a
quick pivot to a new therapy in a critical time window
if the current one isn’t effective. Swanson believes that
these methods will be used to improve survival by making
sure patients are getting the optimal treatments for their
particular tumor forecast.
This research was supported by the the National Institutes
of Health, with additional funding by the James S.
McDonnell Foundation, the Brain Tumor Funder's
Collaborative, the University of Washington Academic
Pathology Fund, the James D. Murray Endowed Chair
(University of Washington), the William W. Wirtz Cancer
Innovation Fund, and the Zell Family Foundation at
Northwestern University.

Photo by Rick Dahms.

A critical question shortly after a brain cancer patient
starts treatment: how well is it working? Historically, if two
patients were to start treatment with the same-sized tumor
(10 cc) and the tumors remained the same size (10 cc) after
treatment, then both patients would be considered to have
responded identically to the treatment. At first glance this
makes sense. Perhaps one of the tumors was growing very
quickly and the other very slowly; without treatment the fast
tumor would have grown to 20 cc and the slow tumor only to
11 cc. In that case these two tumors actually responded very
differently to treatment.

Time
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Astronomy Picture of the Day
2000 November 27
antwrp.gsfc.nasa.gov/apod/astropix.html

Photo by Steven E. Gross.

Earth at Night
More information available at:
antwrp.gsfc.nasa.gov/apod/ap00127.html

Although humans have evolved as a diurnal species designed to be active during the light and asleep during the dark, our recent ability to "light up
the night" (see figure above) enables us to be awake at any time of day or night and to override the signals from our biological clock telling us to
be awake or to go to sleep. Lower left: Fred Turek. Lower right: A towboat “pushes” a large barge down the Mississippi River. Turek works with the
maritime industry to develop fatigue management plans to optimize safety, performance, and health of crewmembers.

Fred Turek

or to go to sleep. This conflict between our internal circadian
clock and the abnormal timing of our behaviors of waking
and sleeping has adverse effects on human health, safety,
performance, and productivity.

Clock Watcher

In the 1990s Fred Turek, neurobiology, was part of the
Northwestern research team that identified a mutant mouse
with a single gene mutation (named Clock) that resulted in
very long circadian rhythms (e.g., 28 hours) and/or the loss
of all circadian rhythms.

Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences,
Center for Sleep and Circadian Biology

All living organisms have an internal circadian timing
system that organizes and coordinates life processes
(at behavioral, physiological, cellular, and molecular levels)
to be in synchrony with the 24-hour rotation of the earth on
its axis. Humans, like all other mammals, have molecular
circadian clocks in almost all cells of the body. They also
have a master neural circadian clock in the hypothalamus
that—like an orchestra’s conductor—keeps all the internal
circadian clocks in synchrony with one another as well as
with the 24-hour changes in the light-dark cycle entraining
the master brain clock to the solar day.
Although humans have evolved as a diurnal species designed
to be active during the light and asleep during the dark, our
recent ability to “light up the night” (see image above)
enables us to be awake at any time of day or night and to
override our biological clock’s signals telling us to be awake

Turek and his laboratory have since developed diverse genetic
and environmental animal models (primarily in mice) with
disrupted 24-hour rhythms in order to examine the biological
mechanisms that lead to adverse health outcomes. The goal
of his preclinical studies is to develop countermeasures for
mitigating the adverse effects of our 24-hour society’s
often-disrupted rhythms on such diverse biological processes
as cardiovascular disease, diabetes, obesity, neurological
disorders, depression, gastrointestinal function, pregnancy,
and even life span. Turek’s translational research has recently
led him to begin studies on fatigue and sleep/circadian
patterns with towboat crews who must navigate large barges
on inland waterways 24/7 for many weeks at a time.
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Peter Voorhees

McCormick School of Engineering
and Applied Science
The Four-Dimensional Evolution
of Dendritic Structures
Dendrites are tree-like structures that frequently form
during solidification of liquid metallic alloys (see figure on
right) just as snowflakes form from liquid water. Dendrites’
morphologies set the properties of many materials, but
the manner in which these morphologically complex solid
structures form and evolve is not well understood. Using
X-ray microtomography at Argonne National Laboratory’s
Advanced Photon Source, Peter Voorhees, materials science
and engineering, and researchers in his lab follow the
evolution of dendritic structures as a function of time and
in three other dimensions (4D). The mean curvature of the
solid-liquid interfaces evolves over time, with some regions
of the solid freezing and other regions melting. Tracking
the evolution of the mean curvature makes it possible
to quantify the evolution of the dendrites.

100 µm
A three-dimensional reconstruction of an Aluminium dendrite from
within an Al-Cu alloy. The curvature of the interface goes from positive
(red) to negative (black). The spatial variation in the curvature is
responsible for the evolution of the morphology of the dendrite.

Photos used courtesy of McCormick School.

There is a clear link between the morphology of the
dendrites and the strength of a metallic alloy. The
understanding generated by this project will make it
possible to create new, higher-fidelity computational
models of the development and evolution of dendritic
structures. These models can then be used to design a
processing procedure that yields a desired dendrite
morphology and hence an alloy with specific properties.
By contrast, alloys are usually developed through an
expensive and time-consuming approach that involves
solidifying an alloy under a range of conditions and then
determining its properties. The higher-fidelity models
developed in Voorhees’s work can reduce the need for
this trial-and-error alloy design process. Developing
these improved computational models is at the core of
the Obama administration’s Materials Genome Initiative.
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D. Martin Watterson

Feinberg School of Medicine
Repair of Network Communications
as a Therapeutic Strategy
The human body requires a good communication network
to remain healthy, and many diseases reflect a disturbance
of this fine-tuned network. Just as a wireless phone network
requires integration of the cell phone’s sending and receiving
capabilities with those of the transmission towers, the
human body has a complex organization of independently
functioning cells and organs that must be in sync.
The study of this biological communication network
allows scientists to understand normal functions of cells
and organs and how diseases or injuries cause breakdowns
in the network. This understanding can reveal new
approaches to novel drug development.
Martin Watterson, molecular pharmacology and biological
chemistry, and researchers in his laboratory have used
their investigations of these biological communication

networks to design and synthesize novel drugs for clinical
development. For example, the laboratory recently developed
two classes of drugs to repair wiring malfunctions of the
brain’s communication networks that may occur in diverse
diseases such as Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, and multiple
sclerosis and as neurological consequences of traumatic
brain injury or stroke. Both drugs improve the health and
communication strength of malfunctioning synapses—
the biological connections where nerve cells communicate
with each other as part of the brain’s critical communication
infrastructure.
Because malfunctioning synapses are common to both
brain injury and neurodegenerative disorders, the repair
of this communication malfunction by the novel drugs
strongly suggests that informed targeting of the biological
communication network is a promising approach to future
development of effective therapies.

Investigators examine the binding mode of a novel drug candidate (yellow and blue
sticks) that was designed to interact with a specific site on the target protein (green
surface) as shown in the inset photo. Dr Watterson pictured with researchers
Saktimayee M. Roy and Valerie L. Grum-Tokars.

Photo by Jeanine Shimer.
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Left photo courtesy of Evanston Photographic Studios Inc. Right photo ©iStock by Getty Images.

Adam Waytz

Kellogg School of Management
Whom Do You Trust and Why?
Adam Waytz, management and organizations, explores issues
related to ethics and morality—researching how people
judge right and wrong and why people behave in virtuous
or corrupt ways. In recent years he has used the tools of
social psychology and cognitive neuroscience to address
broad questions such as what factors drive altruism, why
people dehumanize others, and how people assign moral
responsibility to groups (e.g., organizations) versus
members of those groups. His ongoing work also explores
questions with direct applications to politics, society, and
current events.
In one line of work he examines how people’s aversion
to playing God—a psychological bias against human
intervention in ostensibly sacred domains—affects their
stances on policy issues related to reproductive rights,
genetically modified food, and drone warfare. In another
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project he explores how people on opposing sides of moral
conflicts—such as Palestinians and Israelis or American
Democrats and Republicans—misperceive each other’s
motives. A more applied study examined the extent to
which people establish trust with an autonomous (i.e.,
self-driving) automobile and how they assign blame if
the automobile gets into an accident.
Most recently Waytz coauthored an innovative examination
of the psychological values underlying the decision to
engage or not engage in whistle-blowing—reporting
others’ unethical behavior to an authority. He and
coauthors Kurt Gray and Liane Young (psychology
professors at the University of North Carolina and Boston
College, respectively) were awarded the 2013 Theoretical
Innovation Prize from the Society of Personality and Social
Psychology, making Waytz the first person ever to win the
award twice.

Gayle Woloschak

Feinberg School of Medicine
The Bionanoprobe Penetrates More Deeply
The theoretical possibility of focusing synchrotron X-rays
to a beam spot as small as 50 nanometers has been made
a reality with the construction of the Bionanoprobe, an
instrument funded by the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act. Awarded to Gayle Woloschak, radiation
oncology, and her team, the Bionanoprobe grant was used to
design and develop this unique instrument in a collaborative
effort involving Northwestern University, the Advanced
Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory, and the
X-Radia Company (now Zeiss-Xray Imaging).
After a three-year-long process from the first schematic
drawing of the instrument on a whiteboard to its construction,
assembly, and implementation, the Bionanoprobe was used
to image the elemental distribution in a human cancer cell,
an object several hundred times larger than the beam spot
size. Because of X-rays’ great penetration depth, this cell
sample—treated for 30 minutes with nanoparticles designed

to destroy it—could be imaged as it rotated. Image
reconstruction in three dimensions allowed visualization
of each elemental component of the cell and the nanoparticles
that migrated into the cell nucleus. This image provided
irrefutable proof that the nanoparticles constructed to
selectively attack cancer cells’ nuclear DNA reached their
destination successfully.
Developing nanoconstructs for cancer treatment and using
them in combination with ionizing radiation is Woloschak’s
primary research focus. Her other research interests include
theoretical and experimental studies in radiation biology
and maximizing the use of radiobiological animal tissue
archives. Her laboratory currently houses North America’s
largest radiobiological database and animal tissue archive,
a collection that brings together samples from every historic
radiobiological research site, including several national
laboratories and institutes.

Photo by Veronica Hinojosa.

Inset: A still image from a 3D rotation movie showing the distribution of nanocomposite aggregates (NC 1-5), presented in green, inside the zinc
rich cell nucleus, shown in gold.
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Metrics
Sponsored Research Awards
increase to $404.2 million), industrial sponsors (11 percent
increase to $66.9 million), foundations (15 percent increase
to $34.0 million), and voluntary health organizations (29
percent increase to $18.9 million). More than 73 percent of
research funding came from federal sources.

Northwestern University’s fiscal year 2013 research grant
funding totals more than a half billion dollars for the
fourth year in a row. The amount awarded in FY2013
was $549.3 million, an 8 percent increase over last year’s
$508.4 million. Since 2009 Northwestern’s research grant
funding has increased by almost $75 million, from
$476.9 million.

Relative to 2012, awards increased by 10.4 percent to
$347.6 million for the Feinberg School of Medicine;
nearly tripled to $2.8 million for the Kellogg School of
Funding in the years 2009–12 was greatly affected by grants
Management; grew by 12 percent to $1.6 million for the
provided by federal stimulus through the American Recovery
Medill School of Journalism, Media, Integrated Marketing
and Reinvestment Act (ARRA). In 2010, at the height of
Communications; increased almost two and a half times
ARRA funding, Northwestern received 279 ARRA grants
to $5.7 million for the School of Law; grew by 13.8 percent
for $72.2 million, in addition to $484.2 from other sources.
to $10.8 million for the School of Communication; and grew
In 2013 the University received just 16 ARRA awards for
by 28.0 percent to $6.5 million for the School of Education
$6.9 million. Without the ARRA funding for this year and
and Social Policy. Awards decreased by 10.3 percent to
past years, the 2013 amount of $542.4 million would be the
$56.9 million for the McCormick School of Engineering
highest dollar value of research funding the University has
and Applied Science and by 10.9 percent to $61.3 million for
ever received.
52.5% Department of Health andthe
Human
Services
Weinberg
College of Arts and Sciences. The University
The increased dollar volume of 2013 research
funding
came Foundation
7.8% National
Science
research centers’ awards increased by 33.6 percent to
from all sectors, including federal agencies
percent of Defense $41.8 million.
6.2% (4Department
4.7% Department of Energy
2.3% Other Federal

Awards by Sponsor

12.2% Voluntary Health and Medical Organizations
6.2%52.5%
Industry
and TradeofOrganizations
Department
Health and Human Services
3.4% Foundations
7.8% National Science Foundation
4.6% Other Nonfederal
6.2% Department of Defense
4.7% Department of Energy
2.3% Other Federal
12.2% Voluntary Health and Medical Organizations
6.2% Industry and Trade Organizations
3.4% Foundations
4.6% Other Nonfederal
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Awards by Administrative Unit

63.3% Feinberg School of Medicine
11.2% Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences
10.4% Robert R. McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science
7.6% Research Centers and Institutes
2.0% School of Communication
5.6% Other Units
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American Recovery and Reinvestment Act Awards
Although technically the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009 has no end date, the dispersal of
ARRA funding has slowed. This slowdown is reflected in
Northwestern’s 16 ARRA awards totaling $6.9 million for
2013, compared with 2012’s 66 awards totaling $13.5 million.

ARRA Awards by Administrative Unit

ARRA Awards by Administrative Unit
# of Awards

Total

2

$154,468

10

$2,385,015

Robert R. McCormick School of
Engineering and Applied Science

2

$297,614

Research Centers and Institutes

2

$4,071,143

16

$6,908,240

Unit
Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences

2% Weinberg College of Arts
and Sciences
35% Feinberg School of Medicine
4% Robert R. McCormick School
of Engineering and Applied Science
59% Research Centers and Institutes

Feinberg School of Medicine

Total
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Sponsored Research Proposals
Relative to 2012, overall award proposal activity
in 2013 decreased by 6.0 percent (i.e., down $133.3 million),
for a cumulative dollar volume of $2.1 billion in submissions.
This includes a decrease of 8.3 percent ($166.2 million) in the
dollar volume of proposals submitted to federal agencies but
an increase of 14.8 percent ($32.9 million) in those to
all other sponsors.

significantly, from $52,520 to $3.3 million; research
centers and institutes increased their proposals by
16.9 percent to $151 million.

Many of the schools and colleges saw significant increases
in the dollar volume of proposals submitted, including
Weinberg, up by $64.1 million (30.5 percent) to $274.4
million; Kellogg, more than doubled to $7.0 million; and
the School of Law, also more than doubled, to $5.0 million.
The Graduate School increased its proposal activities

Decreases in the dollar volume of proposals were seen
at Feinberg, down 12.0 percent to $1.3 billion; McCormick,
down 29.3 percent to $268.1 million; the School of
Communication, down 11.6 percent to $43.1 million; the
School of Education and Social Policy, down 2.2 percent
to $19.0 million; Medill, down 6.4 percent to $929,192; and
the Bienen School of Music, down 14.1 percent to $42,949.
64.8% Department of Health and Human

This is Northwestern University in Qatar’s second year
of submitting proposals, which are up from last year’s
$249,832 to $3.4 million for 2013.

10.2% National Science Foundation

Proposals by Sponsor

6.0% Department of Defense
64.8% Department of Health and Human Services

3.1% Department of Energy

10.2% National Science Foundation

3.8% Other Federal
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3.1% Department of Energy

2.6% Industry and Trade Organizations
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Proposals by Administrative Unit
61.6% Feinberg School of Medicine $1.29 billion
13.1% Weinberg College of Arts & Sciences $274 million
12.8% Robert R. McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science $268 million
7.2% Research Centers and Institutes $151 million
2.1% School of Communication $43 million
1.1% Central Research - The Graduate School $23 million
0.9% School of Education and Social Policy $19 million
1.3% Other Units $26 million
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100numbers below represent dollars actually spent on
The
sponsored programs. This money is spent on personnel,
0
equipment,
consumables, and support for graduate students.
FY2009
FY2010
FY2011
FY2013
FY2012
The money is drawn from the funding for sponsored
projects. Expenditures follow awards: as our awards have
grown, so have our expenditures.

Despite increased awards, and perhaps due to uncertainties
in federal funding, our expenditures remained stable in
2013. Total expenditures (direct plus indirect) increased by

less than 1 percent over FY2012 to $484.8 million.
The expenditure amount for Feinberg grew by 2.6 percent
to $303.4 million. McCormick’s expenditures grew by
1.4 percent to $62.9 million. Weinberg expenditures
grew very slightly to $65.0 million. Expenditures for
the University’s research centers declined by 17.5 percent
to $31.0 million.

Expenditures by Administrative Unit
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External Metrics

When viewed across a greater span of time, however, the
trend in research volume at the University has been positive
at both agencies. Since 2002 Northwestern’s NIH funding
has increased by 70 percent to $217.0 million, and its ranking
has moved from 36th to 22nd. While 2002 NSF rankings
are unavailable, since 2003 Northwestern’s NSF funding has
increased by 38 percent to $44.4 million, and its ranking has
increased from 36th to 33rd.

Based on 2012 data (data from federal agencies lags by one
year), Northwestern had a mixed year in terms of federal
awards rankings, although a different mix from the previous
year. In the volume of awards for universities, Northwestern
moved up from 46th to 33rd in the National Science
Foundation (NSF) rankings and dropped from 20th to
22nd in those of the National Institutes of Health (NIH).

National Institutes of Health Awards to Domestic Institutions of Higher Education (DOLLARS IN THOUSANDS)
2002
University

Rank

Amount

Rank

2012
Amount

Rank

% Increase
Amount

2002-2012

1

$477,236

1

$581,979

1

$625,135

1

$606,763

27%

University of Pennsylvania

2

$408,976

2

$451,454

3

$462,600

4

$454,976

11%

10

$271,595

12

$328,954

8

$386,696

8

$391,125

44%

Washington University

5

$334,174

8

$374,061

9

$371,214

9

$381,159

14%

Yale University

9

$282,380

10

$360,561

10

$366,307

10

$370,285

31%

Columbia University

12

$265,698

11

$340,156

12

$350,532

13

$360,096

36%

Duke University

11

$269,975

7

$385,692

13

$340,621

14

$342,675

27%

Stanford University

14

$241,712

15

$304,732

15

$332,384

15

$334,540

38%

Northwestern University

36

$127,913

26

$185,070

20

$203,282

22

$217,044

70%

University of Chicago

31

$141,172

22

$205,387

23

$196,394

29

$185,192

31%

Cornell University

26

$155,405

27

$177,246

27

$182,837

30

$182,796

18%

University of Rochester

34

$132,047

33

$169,890

35

$158,401

39

$154,300

17%

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

54

$86,101

24

$196,422

49

$106,817

54

$102,190

19%

Dartmouth

62

$70,555

62

$83,710

57

$80,384

61

$80,618

14%

Brown University

82

$44,285

74

$58,899

66

$63,472

77

$58,267

32%

Georgetown University

70

$55,932

71

$64,122

71

$56,089

86

$51,023

-9%

Princeton University

98

$36,057

100

$41,801

97

$38,383

101

$44,436

23%

242

$6,282

212

$10,989

145

$14,786

183

$15,263

143%

Rice University

Amount

2011

Johns Hopkins University

Harvard University

Rank

2007

Source: National Institutes of Health, http://report.nih.gov/award/

National Institutes of Health Awards Statistics (DOLLARS IN BILLIONS)
2002

2007

2011

2012

% Increase
2002-2012

NIH Total Budget

$20.5

$29.0

$30.6

$30.8

50%

NIH Published Success Rate (Direct: RPG, Other, Superfund)

32.1%

21.3%

17.7%

17.6%

Source: National Institutes of Health
http://report.nih.gov/nihdatabook/index.aspx
http://report.nih.gov/success_rates/index.aspx
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National Science Foundation Awards Summary by Top Institutions (DOLLARS IN THOUSANDS)
2002
University

2003

2011

2012

Amount

Rank

Amount

Rank

Amount

Rank

Amount

Rank

Amount

Cornell University

$78,992

5

$85,814

2

$109,968

3

$122,709

3

$113,422

Columbia University

$65,700

9

$72,586

11

$62,482

9

$81,508

6

$99,401

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

$60,468

10

$67,024

15

$56,239

10

$81,222

10

$83,086

Stanford University

$47,657

15

$54,387

16

$55,978

18

$56,788

13

$76,575

Princeton University

$29,003

41

$28,881

31

$39,554

30

$49,676

22

$57,562

Harvard University

$32,592

22

$44,466

37

$35,687

33

$45,875

26

$55,312

University of Chicago

$29,561

30

$38,606

27

$43,593

28

$51,002

28

$51,074

Duke University

$31,517

38

$31,166

39

$34,377

29

$49,789

32

$45,973

Northwestern University

$28,065

36

$32,170

28

$41,657

46

$36,792

33

$44,438

Johns Hopkins University

$33,041

40

$29,396

38

$34,494

42

$37,332

44

$36,357

University of Pennsylvania

$26,667

51

$23,426

48

$27,643

47

$34,842

50

$31,999

Yale University

$21,557

50

$24,469

57

$22,028

51

$31,748

52

$31,789

Brown University

$15,061

69

$15,884

59

$20,776

67

$21,944

59

$23,953

Rice University

$19,815

43

$27,656

53

$24,574

52

$30,338

71

$18,563

University of Rochester

$14,277

81

$14,129

99

$9,872

90

$14,268

82

$15,814

Washington University

$21,867

73

$15,063

69

$17,901

100

$12,361

89

$14,445

Dartmouth

$11,780

107

$8,025

108

$8,422

93

$13,483

125

$8,402

N/A

188

$2,584

151

$4,589

176

N/A

152

$6,022

Georgetown University

Rank

Source: National Science Foundation http://dellweb.bfa.nsf.gov/AwdLst2/default.asp
* - 2002 ranks unavailable
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Innovation and New Ventures Office
and Technology Transfer
The leadership and staff of the Innovation and New Ventures
Office (INVO) work to bring together faculty, students, and
postdocs at all Northwestern’s schools to advance innovation
and entrepreneurship. The former Tech Transfer program is
managed through this office.
In 2013 Northwestern executed 66 license agreements and
was responsible for the launch of 11 startup companies.
INVO processed 212 invention disclosures and filed 289
patent applications. INVO brought net revenues of $130
million to Northwestern and Northwestern inventors.

Since 2005–06 the bulk of the monetary returns from
technology transfer has come from the patent on pregabalin,
a synthesized organic molecule discovered by Richard
Silverman, chemistry, that ultimately was marketed as
Lyrica, a drug sold by Pfizer and used to combat epilepsy,
neuropathic pain, and fibromyalgia. Lyrica’s 2011 returns
(the chart below is based on 2011 data, the most recent
available) kept Northwestern’s licensing income in first
place among US universities.

US Licensing Income: FY2006–FY2011
Institution
Northwestern University

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

$29,990,550

$85,298,599

$824,426,230

$161,591,544

179, 930,000

$191,541,162

Columbia University

N/A

$135,632,417

$134,273,996

$154,257,579

$147,237,631

$146,319,455

Princeton University

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

$115,206,000

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

$43,500,000

$61,600,000

$88,924,500

$66,450,000

$69,200,000

$76,120,000

Stanford University

$61,301,739

$50,370,600

$62,514,524

$65,054,187

$65,466,286

$66,767,246

Rochester University

$38,016,557

$53,336,965

$72,264,249

$49,832,714

$42,000,000

$41,813,373

$4,124,547

$6,715,214

$15,591,503

$19,048,244

$25,733,526

$24,481,478

Johns Hopkins University1

$13,938,457

$10,260,830

$11,362,574

$12,387,415

$12,413,714

$15,285,555

University of Pennsylvania

$8,255,096

$6,125,000

$8,200,086

$11,658,000

$11,259,000

$14,397,705

$20,849,993

$12,402,873

$20,980,563

$12,308,207

$10,052,098

$13,811,527

University of Chicago

$8,851,413

$15,069,427

$8,623,473

$9,025,392

$9,072,022

$8,673,127

Cornell University

$6,125,000

$5,208,000

$6,928,171

$5,100,407

$11,579,905

$8,503,975

Georgetown University

$8,478,309

$3,129,739

$6,518,923

$9,222,996

$8,054,887

$7,996,668

Dartmouth

$3,282,958

$2,532,668

$4,939,523

$1,833,707

$2,335,506

$6,474,957

$11,582,912

$12,009,853

$15,715,818

$6,301,462

$5,028,595

$5,371,218

$3,282,958

$2,532,668

$530,730

$689,137

$288,851

$249,111

Brown University

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

NA

Yale University

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

NA

Duke University

Harvard University2

Washington University
Rice University

Note: The comparative figures in these tables come from AUTM U.S. Licensing Activity Survey 2011.
1
Does not include data from the Applied Physics Lab.
2
Includes Harvard Hospitals (Beth Israel, Brigham & Women's, Children's Hospital Boston, Dana-Farber, Mass. General).
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Office for Research Organization Chart, December 2013
Vice President for Research
Jay Walsh
OR Director of Development
Kelly Glenn

AVP Research
Ann Adams

AVP Innovation & New Ventures
Alicia Löffler

Asst. Dir. to the Vice President for Research
Sheryl Sloan

Office for Research Integrity
Lauran Qualkenbush,
Director

Office for Research Safety
Michael B. Blayney,
Executive Director

Office for the Institutional
Review Board
Heather Gipson, Director

Science in Society
Michael Kennedy, Director

Office for the Institutional
Animal Care and
Use Committee
Susan Kallay, Director

AVP Research
Rex Chisholm

AVP Research
Jian Cao

Senior Executive Director
Meg McDonald

Core Facilities
Phil Hockberger,
Director

Office for
Sponsored
Research

Office of Research
Development
Fruma Yehiely, Director

Univ. Research Center
Administration
Ellen Feldman, Director

Center for
Comparative Medicine
Lisa Forman, Executive Director

Evanston
Elizabeth Adams,
Executive Director
Chicago
David E. Lynch,
Executive Director

Office for Export
Controls Compliance
Lane Campbell, Director

Electronic
Research
Administration
Director, TBD

Conflict of Interest
Julia Campbell, Director

AVP Research
Lewis Smith

Administrative Services
Claire Landis, Manager
Research
Communications
Joan Naper, Director
Research
Information Systems
Dan Volocyk, Director
Financial Administration
Anne C. Martin, Director

University Research Centers & Directors

University Research Centers & Directors

University Research Centers & Directors

University Research Centers & Directors

Reporting to Jian Cao

Reporting to Rex Chisholm

Reporting to Lewis Smith

Reporting to Jay Walsh

Center for Interdisciplinary Exploration
and Research in Astrophysics;
Vicky Kalogera

Chemistry of Life Processes Institute;
Thomas O’Halloran

Buffett Center for International and
Comparative Studies; Brian Hanson

Argonne/Northwestern Solar Energy
Research; Michael Wasielewski

Center for Developmental Therapeutics;
Andrew Mazar

Center for Applied Psychological and
Family Studies; William Pinsof

Center for Catalysis and Surface
Science; Kenneth Poeppelmeier

Center for Molecular Innovation and
Drug Discovery; Raymond Bergan
and Karl Scheidt

Center for Reproductive Science;
Kelly Mayo

International Institute for
Nanotechnology; Chad Mirkin

Center for Sleep and Circadian Biology;
Fred Turek

Institute for Sustainability and Energy
at Northwestern; Michael Wasielewski

Equality Development and
Globalization Studies; Jeffrey Winters

Nanoscale Science & Engineering
Center; Chad Mirkin

Institute for Policy Research;
David Figlio

Northwestern/Argonne Institute
for Science and Engineering;
Peter Voorhees

Materials Research Center;
Mark Hersam
Non-Equilibrium Energy Research
Center; Bartosz Grzybowski
Northwestern University Atomic
and Nanoscale Characterization
Experimental Center; Vinayak Dravid
Northwestern University/Art Institute
of Chicago Center For Scientific Studies
in the Arts; Kathy Faber and Francesca
Casadio

Center for Regenerative Nanomedicine;
Samuel Stupp
Institute for Bionanotechnology in
Medicine; Samuel Stupp
Proteomics Center of Excellence;
Neil Kelleher
Physical Sciences-Oncology Center;
Jonathan Licht

Northwestern Synchrotron Research
Center; Alfonso MondragÓn and
Michael Bedzyk
Program of African Studies; William Reno
Spatial Intelligence and Learning
Center; Dedre Gentner
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Solar Fuels Institute; Michael
Wasielewski

Office for Research Committees, December 2013
DND-CAT
Management Board

Panel B

Lisa Linn

Thomas Holly, Chair

June McKoy

Michael Bedzyk

Ravi Kalhan, Vice Chair

Lynn Rogers

Brian Landes (The Dow Chemical
Company)

Leora Cherney

Heather Gipson

J. Todd Ferguson

Sarika Jain

J. David Londono (DuPont)

Robert Hartke

James Dersnah

Alfonso Mondragón

Richard Hubbard

Heidi Nickisch Duggan

Paul O'Connor (The Dow Chemical
Company)

Michael Ison

David Rosenfeld (DuPont)

Alternate members

Frank Palella, Chair

Grazia Aleppo

Eric Ruderman, Vice Chair

Joanne Archibald

Rosario Ferreira

Marla Clayman

Richard Harvey

Crystal Clark

Bing Ho

Kathleen Fitzgerald

Claire Kossmann

Geoffrey Kansas, Chair

Heather Gipson

Ann LeFever

Andrea Hall

Nathalia Headley

Jane Regalado

Alan Hauser

Marie Heffernan

Camille Renella

Stephen I. Levine

Lisa Linn

Marissa Michaels

Gail Mallett

Greg Smith

Maureen Moran

Institutional Biosafety
Committee
Voting Members Affiliated with
Northwestern University:

Adam Petrich

Institutional Review Board
Panel A
Darren Gitelman, Chair
Christina Marciniak, Vice Chair
Marc Applebaum
Christine Gagnon
Monica-Kaye Gamble
Raymond Gunn
Annette Kinsella
Dennis West
Alternate Members
Joanne Archibald
Sharon Aufox
Heather Gipson
Virginia Kaklamani
Surinder Kaur
Lisa Linn
Eileen Martuzky
Maureen Moran
Doreen Salina
Lucas Sikorski
Matthew Smith
Leonard Wade

Doreen Salina
Monalee Shah
Lucas Sikorski
Lynn Steiner
Rayan Venkatesh
Dennis West

Panel D

Alternate Members
Joanne Archibald
Jason Bratten
Michelle Brown
Robert Galiano
John Galvin
John Gatta
Heather Gipson
Barbara Kroczynska
Maureen Moran

Panel C

Elizabeth Nachtwey

Jonathan Goldman, Chair

Doreen Salina

Robert McCarthy, Vice Chair

Lucas Sikorski

Suzanne Banuvar

Dennis West

Minh Dinh
Richard Hubbard

Panel E

Zoran Martinovich

Michael Roloff, Chair

Deborah Miller

Karl Rosengren, Vice Chair

Richard Senior

Richard Ashley

Liz Willock

Alain Bonacossa

Alternate Members

Amy Booth

Joanne Archibald

Keara Enoch

Doreen Salina

Angela Lee

Dennis West

Helen Micari

Lucas Sikorski

Heidi Nickisch Duggan

Glenn Krell

Satoru Suzuki
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Alternate Members

Lucas Sikorski

Richard Finno

Jarrett Adams

Debra Tice

Franz Geiger

Joanne Archibald

Braden Van Buskirk

Darren Gergle

Deborah Coleman

Hooman Mohseni

Laboratory and Chemical
Safety Committee

Adilson Motter

Heather Gipson
Kile King

Michael Avram, Chair

Ishwar Radhakrishnan

Marie LeGrand

Wesley Burghardt

Hans-Georg Simon

Maureen Moran

Robert T. Chatterton

Gayle Woloschak

Kathleen Murphy

SonBinh Nguyen

Fruma Yehiely, Chair, non-voting

Doreen Salina

Douglas Freymann

Lucas Sikorski

Aaron Packman

LS-CAT Management Board

Braden Van Buskirk

Regan Thomson

Alfonso Mondragón

Liz Pampel Willock

Markus Schaufele

Martin Egli (Vanderbilt)

Vera Shively

Katrina Forest (Univ. of Wisconsin)

Nick Getzendanner

Panel Q

Wendy Murray

Michael Garavito (Michigan State)

Maureen Moran, Chair

Ex-Officio Members

Ladislau C. Kovari (Wayne State)

Sigmund Weitzman, Vice Chair

Lisa Forman

James Geiger (Michigan State)

Steven Belknap

Bonnie Humphrey

Karsten Melcher (Van Andel Institute)

Olga Frankfurt

Michael B. Blayney

Satish Nair (Univ. of Illinois)

Richard Hubbard

Mark J. Mitchell

John Tesmer (Univ. of Michigan)

June McKoy

Joel Trammell

Amy Rosenzweig

Dennis West

Gary Wojtowicz

Eric Xu (Van Andel Institute)

Laser Safety Committee
Faculty Members

Radiation Safety
Committee 2013

Claus-Peter Richter, Chair (’15)

Stuart R. Stock, Chair ('15)

Steven H. DeVries

Keith Alvares ('14)

Steven Dollard Jacobsen ('14)

Richard F. Gaber ('15)

Selim M. Shahriar ('15)

Daniele Procissi ('16)

John A. Wasserstrom, ('14)

Karen M. Ridge, ('16)

David L. Wokosin ('15)

Eric L. Weiss ('15)

Liz Pampel Willock
Alternate Members
Mark Agulnik
Joanne Archibald
Michelle Brown
Jessica Crujeiras
Madeline Dones
Heather Gipson
Jonathan Goldman
Michael Ison

Hao F. Zhang ('15)

Michael Kuby

Ex-officio Members

Harold Marsh

Michael B. Blayney

June McKoy

Donald Samaan

Deborah Miller

Markus Schaufele

Amy Nowell

Antonio Triventi

Frank Palella
Jane Regalado
Camille Renella

Limited Submission
Advisory Committee

Doreen Salina

Mark Bevan

Monalee Shah

Jianhua Cang

Jessica Shore

Yip-Wah Chung
Elizabeth Eklund
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Michael B. Blayney
LT Adrian David Lai
Mark Mitchell
Donald Samaan
Antonio Triventi

Jeannette Colyvas
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Ex-Officio Members

Nicolette A. Zielinski-Mozny

Northwestern University Administration, Academic Year 2012-2013
Officers

Deans

Morton O. Schapiro, President

Sally Blount, Kellogg School of

Henry S. Bienen, President Emeritus
Arnold R. Weber, President Emeritus
Daniel I. Linzer, Provost
Eugene S. Sunshine, Senior Vice

President for Business and Finance

Mary L. Baglivo, Vice President for
Global Marketing
Thomas G. Cline, Vice President and

General Counsel

Alan K. Cubbage, Vice President for

University Relations

Marilyn McCoy, Vice President for

Administration and Planning

William H. McLean, Vice President

and Chief Investment Officer

Robert McQuinn, Vice President for

Alumni Relations and Development

Sean Reynolds, Vice President for

Information Technology and Chief
Information Officer
Patricia Telles-Irvin, Vice President for

Student Affairs

Joseph T. Walsh, Vice President for

Research

Management

Research Deans/Faculty
Representing Schools
Rex L. Chisholm, Vice Dean, Scientific

Everette Dennis, Northwestern

Affairs and Graduate Education
Feinberg School of Medicine

Thomas F. Gibbons, School of

Jeanne M. Hughes, Assistant Dean,
School of Education and Social Policy

Bradley Hamm, Medill School of

William Karpus, Associate Dean,
The Graduate School

University in Qatar

Continuing Studies

Journalism, Media, Intergrated
Marketing Communications

Sarah Mangelsdorf, Judd A. and

Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and
Sciences
Dwight A. McBride, The Graduate

School

Richard M. Lueptow, Senior Associate

Dean, McCormick School of
Engineering and Applied Science

René Machado, Associate Dean,
Henry and Leigh Bienen School of
Music

Toni-Marie Montgomery, Henry and

Kelly E. Mayo, Associate Dean,

Leigh Bienen School of Music

Research and Graduate Studies

Eric Neilson, Feinberg School of

Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg
College of Arts and Sciences

Barbara J. O’Keefe, School of

Robert McDonald, Professor, Finance

Communication

Kellogg School of Management

Julio Ottino, Robert R. McCormick

Frank J. Mulhern, Associate Dean
Research, Medill School of Journalism

Medicine

School of Engineering and Applied
Science

Penelope L. Peterson, School of

Education and Social Policy

Sarah M. Pritchard, University Libraries
Daniel B. Rodriguez, School of Law

Jide Okechuku Nzelibe, Professor,

School of Law

Sarah M. Pritchard, Dean, University

Libraries

Jane Rankin, Associate Dean, Research

School of Communication
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Northwestern University Board of Trustees, Academic Year 2013-2014
Charter Trustees
Peter J. Barris
John A. Canning, Jr.
A. Steven Crown
Richard H. Dean
Deborah L. DeHaas
Charles W. Douglas
D. Cameron Findlay
Dennis J. FitzSimons
T. Bondurant French
Christopher B. Galvin
J. Douglas Gray
Philip L. Harris
Jay C. Hoag
Ellen Philips Katz
Lester B. Knight
Timothy K. Krauskopf
Edward M. Liddy
J. Landis Martin
Wendy M. Nelson
William A. Osborn
Jane DiRenzo Pigott
J.B. Pritzker
M. Jude Reyes
Patrick G. Ryan, Jr.
Paul Sagan
William E. Sagan
D. Gideon Searle
Andrew E. Senyei, MD
Benjamin W. Slivka
Timothy P. Sullivan
Jeffrey W. Ubben
Frederick H. Waddell
David B. Weinberg
Miles D. White

National Trustees
Mark A. Angelson
Deborah H. Brady
Christine E. Brennan
Steven A. Cahillane
Christopher B. Combe
Catherine M. Coughlin
James A. DeNaut
John M. Eggemeyer
Michael W. Ferro, Jr.
Jane S. Hoffman
David G. Kabiller
Melih Z. Keyman
Harreld N. Kirkpatrick, III
Bhadrashyam H. Kothari
Bill G. Lambert
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Lawrence F. Levy
W. James McNerney, Jr.
Robin Chemers Neustein
Phebe N. Novakovic
Brian S. Posner
Virginia Rometty
David A. Sachs
Michael J. Sacks
Muneer A. Satter
Michael S. Shannon
Julia A. Uihlein
Sona Wang
Emory Williams
Stephen R. Wilson
W. Rockwell Wirtz

Alumni Trustees
Adam R. Karr
Mary Lou Song

Life Trustees
William F. Aldinger
Lee Phillip Bell
Patricia H. Buehler Blankenship
Judith S. Block
Neil G. Bluhm
Duane L. Burnham
Donald C. Clark
George A. Cohon
Franklin A. Cole
Philip M. Condit
Stanton R. Cook
John W. Croghan
Lester Crown
Bonnie Swanson Daniels
Raymond F. Farley
W. James Farrell
William E. Fay, Jr.
Barbara Gaines
James L. Garard, Jr.
Lavern N. Gaynor
Eric J. Gleacher
Herbert W. Gullquist
J. Ira Harris
Thomas Z. Hayward, Jr.
George E. Johnson
James R. Kackley
Jerome P. Kenney
James L. Ketelsen
William S. Kirsch
Martin J. Koldyke
Harry M. Kraemer, Jr.

Duane R. Kullberg
Alan M. Leventhal
John Jeffry Louis
Ann Lurie
Robert A. Lurie
Martha Grimes Mabie
John W. Madigan
Garry K. Marshall
R. Eden Martin
Arthur C. Martinez
James R. McManus
Newton N. Minow
Leo F. Mullin
James J. O’Connor
Dale Park Jr.
Harry J. Pearce
Jerry K. Pearlman
Donald S. Perkins
Jerry M. Reinsdorf
Don H. Reuben
John M. Richman
John W. Rowe
Patrick G. Ryan
Robert P. Saltzman
James P. Schadt
Charles E. Schroeder
Arthur R. Seder, Jr.
Gordon I. Segal
Louis A. Simpson
Harold B. Smith
William D. Smithburg
Judith A. Sprieser
Edward F. Swift
Thomas C. Theobald
Richard L. Thomas
Howard J. Trienens
Betty A. Van Gorkom
John R. Walter
Lawrence A. Weinbach
Judd A. Weinberg
William J. White
Stephen M. Wolf
Blaine J. Yarrington

Ex Officio
Daniel S. Jones
Kathryn Mlsna
Morton O. Schapiro

